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HISTORICITY & REALISM PROJECT  (Version 1.03   Jun-2012) 
 
The idea of the Historicity & Realism project (H&R) is to offer a set of game settings improving some of 

the aspects in which the original PDT, OOB and scenario files are flawed from historical perspective. We 

hope to find a number of players who want more historical feeling for their battles: less blitzkrieging, less 

melee massacres and more manoeuvre, firefights and morale breaking.  

 

Below are the approximate losses (including captured and missing) at major Napoleonic battles from both 

sides as % of the total involved: 

- Maregno          25% 

- Austerlitz         24% 

- Jena-Auerstedt 23% 

- Eylau               28% 

- Wagram           27% 

- Borodino          30% 

- Dresden           14% 

- Leipzig             19% 

- Ligny               21% 

 -Waterloo          29% (including 3-4% captured at the end)     

Most of these battles lasted for long hours and on a few occasions a few days but no battle accounted for 

more than 30% losses.  

 
In HPS it is common for battle losses to reach levels of 40-50%. No army would sustain such punishment 

and keep fighting. But electronic soldiers are too impervious to fatigue and disorder, too willing to attack 

yet one more time and to withstand enemy fire to the death. The current morale and fatigue system of 

HPS units allows players to send decimated and highly fatigued units back into the fray, to kill and be 

killed.  

 

This (among other reasons) provokes battles with way too high casualties and unhistorical tactics through 

too aggressive handling of the troops. HPS players often employ unhistorical and unrealistic tactics 

because mostly, players act in the manner which is most rational under the limitations of the game 

engine, while historically the men would abandon the field before reaching these high casualty levels. 

 
Another main cause for unhistorical tactics is too aggressive troops handling. HPS does not simulate 

strategic factors and there is no tomorrow. Players do not need to worry about preserving the army for 

the next day. They can send everything they have to try to achieve victory for the day, ignoring their 

casualties. If the PBEM opponent surrenders, the cost of victory does not matter. Accordingly, no HPS 

player would hesitate to send the Guard in Borodino, while Napoleon had to preserve them because he 

knew he would have to fight another day.  
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Had the units be transferred to the next battle of the Campaign, this would promote players to be more 

careful and less aggressive.  The solution to this problem is difficult, as HPS Napoleonic titles do not fully 

simulate the strategic aspects of Napoleonic warfare and hence it’s beyond the scope of H&R. The aim 

however is to address the tactical aspects like formations, melee, morale etc.   

 

HPS battles are often short but brutal. In a recent Borodino PBEM (NRC), both French and Russian players 

sustained 30,000 losses within 11 turns, even though the battle had not started through the entire line 

and the game was played without morale-boosting optional rules and with overall morale reduction 

(similar to New Settings project).   

 

In striving for perfection some players, every now and then tried to came up with complex house rules 

(e.g. no attacking with units with above 50% losses), while game developers introduced a number of 

improvement (no ZOC kills). One of the first (and best) attempts to correct the same issues in old 

Battleground series was the New Settings Project (which to some extend inspired H&R).  However, today 

BG games are mostly in the past, house rules are too complex and hard to follow, while in-game 

improvements have not gone far enough to be significant. 

 
H&R philosophy is that with new settings, the tactical aspect of the game, casualty ratios and tactics 

employed will become more historical.  The idea is to avoid house rules and to offer the new settings 

through alternate OOB and PDT files with modified scenarios, encouraging more historical behaviour 

driven by the game mechanics.  

 
In a way H&R was inspired by New Settings project, but H&R goes far beyond that and the changes are a 

lot more comprehensive. There were numerous sources used for H&R and in some cases the original 

wording of New Setting Project, L'Armée de Napoléon by Oleg Sokolov, Napoleonistyka website and a few 

other sources, has been preserved.  

 

Contents:  

1. Cavalry.  

2. Infantry in column. 

3. Infantry in line. 

4. Melee. 

5. Leaders. 

6. Morale. 

7. Artillery. 

8. Optional rules and house rules.  

9. Complete list of changes. 
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1. Cavalry 
 

1.1 The original PDT values allow players to mass up to 900-1,000 cavalry in one hex of 100m x 100m. 

Formations were the fundamental element of Napoleonic warfare and in reality it would be almost 

impossible to charge and maintain order in formation of such density.   

 

If too crowded, a whole cavalry formation risked being disordered. Factors like, poor visibility, fear, lack of 

horsemanship skills, horses/men hit by enemy fire and natural obstacles created the “domino effect” and 

compounded the disorder. For that reason cavalry needed space to operate effectively and cavalry 

commanders aimed to have sufficient gaps (200-300m) between cavalry echelons (squadrons, regiments, 

etc), usually attacking in waves (in lines) rather in one massive block.     

 

Image 1.1 shows two regimental cavalry 

columns numbering 900 horsemen in total, 

deployed in a 100m by 100m area. 

Regimental columns were deep formations 

with very limited gaps in between squadrons. 

As seen on the image, this area of a typical 

HPS hex could easily fit around 900-1,000 

mounted troops. The two regiments on the 

image are formed in so called regimental 

“colonnes serrees” (compressed column). 

 

 

 

 

Image 1.1 

If cavalry charged in such a deep formation (as it usually happens in HPS due to 900-1,000 cavalry in one 

hex) it suffered from disorder and unwieldy, which meant leaders lost almost all influence over their units 

as soon as the column was moving at a fast gait.                                                                                                                        

                              

This disorder was caused by dust, lack of visibility, chaos of war, enemy fire, natural obstacles etc. No one 

sees where he is going, an evasion of obstacles is not to be thought of, cannonballs drop into the column, 

here and there a horse and a trooper break down, the others must press on over their bodies, the voice of 

the leaders and even the blast of the trumpet is lost in the thunder of hoof-beats, the rattle of arms, the 

roar of guns, the column then becomes a mob. 

 

Furthermore, due to the narrow front of the column, only small number of sabres, carbines, and lances 

were brought to bear on the enemy. Usually only the troops in the first two ranks had the opportunity to 
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use their weapons. However, with up to 1000 cavalry per HPS hex, every single one of these cavalrymen 

will have his share in melee (*5 charge bonus factor) because  for melee losses calculation purposes, HPS 

engine takes into account every single soldier in the attacking hex. Accordingly, this causes unrealistically 

high casualties to the defender and encourages cavalry attacks with large stacks simulating unhistorical 

tactics uncommon for Napoleonic cavalry charges.  

 

In fact, cavalry column was usually used for manoeuvring in the rear and advancing to the point of the 

enemy’s artillery range because commanders avoided changing formations (from columns to lines) under 

enemy fire. Cavalry columns were used as a battle formation extremely rarely and only in an emergency: 

when there was no time, space or skill to form a line or the officer in charge was too reckless.  

 

Column formation was usually used for large masses of cavalry deployed in reserves, in order to keep 

them concentrated and save space for others to manoeuvre. When an order to move towards battle lines 

was received, cavalry was formed into the main battle formation – two rank line, with reserves/second 

echelons following behind, also in line formation.  

         

Second echelons/reserve squadrons, also in line, ideally were following about 100-300 metres behind. The 

distance was needed to avoid the domino effect. Once the front horse fell, the others behind stoped or fell 

too, as the dust and the crowd obscured all vision. As in a domino effect, this was likely to disorder the 

formation of the squadron following too closely behind (like in regimental column formation). If the second 

wave failed to keep the appropriate distance it would lack space and time to react, so risking more 

disorder. The same concept is found in today’s motorway driving – failure to keep distance can easily 

cause a chain reaction accident. 

 

The first day of the Battle of Leipzig is one of the best examples of cavalry charging in columns and failing 

to keep distance. At the culmination of the battle, Murat led masses of French cavalry towards the small 

hill where Allied monarchs stood:  

 

“Murat formed all his cavalry into one line of continuous columns of regiments ... either because he 

desired to make a great show, or that he held in contempt the weak force which he presumed to face him, 

he neglected to arrange any reserve." (Gleig) 

 

“….the main point of his (George Cathcart’s) narrative is the incompetence with which the attack was 

mounted. The French cavalry seemed to advance closely bunched together in columns and certainly in 

one body only, that is, with no sort of second line or reserve. Inadequate leadership and discipline (in 

HPS terms- disorder) allowed them to be thrown into confusion by an insignificant obstacle and then 

seized by a panic and fly before a force of light cavalry, which altogether could not have amounted to 

2,000 men.” (Leiven)     
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HPS engine does not simulate different cavalry formations, hence it is reasonable to assume that all 

cavalry is formed in battle formations –meaning in lines only. Since, one HPS hex has 100m frontage, the 

questions is how many horsemen formed in battle formation can fit into 100m frontage? 

 

 A cavalry battle formation was a two rank line 

and rarely had a shorter third line. The 3rd rank 

was called “flankers platoon” and was made of 

“superfluous” horsemen and served as reserve to 

fill the gaps for losses during the charge. These 

men hardly ever had an opportunity to use their 

weapons unless they moved forward to fill the 

gaps. In ranks, cavalrymen were positioned very 

close to each other, almost touching each other’s 

knees. In such a way, each cavalrymen covered 

less than one meter frontage (image 1.2).                                                                       Image 1.2 

 

Prussian regulations specified that one horseman had to cover 0.8 meters of the frontage. Similarly, as 

per French army regulations, Cuirassier squadron (96 men in ranks and file excluding  those in front, sides 

and back - NCOs, Officers) in battle formation (line), covered 37-38 meters; dragoon squadron 36-37 

meters; light cavalry 35-36 meters.  

 

Translating this standard into the 100 meter hex world, a cavalry squadron of 108 horsemen, formed in 

combat formation as shown on image 1.2, would cover 35-38 meters. This equals to 2.9 men per meter. 

Therefore, about 260 horsemen (2.9 men density per meter * 90 metres) arranged into two squadrons 

formed in two ranks with a standard 10m gap in between squadrons would cover the frontage of a 100 

meter hex. This figure can be increased slightly to account for the possibility of the short third rank. For 

this reason, H&R limit of cavalry per hex is set to 300. However due to the H&R OOB settings described 

below, it would be very rare when such numbers can be achieved in battle and a typical H&R cavalry stack 

would be around 250-280 horsemen.   

 

With these settings, cavalry battles should last a lot longer and should be a lot less bloody, as there were 

in real life. On July 8th 1812 seven Polish cavalry regiments fought with 16 Russian regiments (four 

regular cavalry, eleven Cossacks, and one infantry). The cavalry battle raged for 6 hours (24 game 15 

minute turns!), the Poles suffered 600 killed and wounded. Such casualties in a cavalry battle were 

considered heavy. In the HPS world this battle would not last for more than 10-15 turns and casualties 

would probably be in thousands.   

 

In reality, it was extremely rare when the actual collision between masses of cavalry happened. Even in 

these few cases where both sides collided, there was no impact at full speed. More often the charge was 
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reduced to a halt before the face to face engagement. Cavalry actions were fast, confusing and when 

hostile cavalries did manage to clash with each other, the loss of life on both sides was usually minimal. 

Most losses occurred during the pursuit as almost always one side was routed.  

 

This is exactly what you can expect to see in H&R with a 300 horseman per hex limit, and organisational 

and morale setting described below: lots of disordered units, a number of routed ones, and stack on stack 

(typically 200-260 in a stack) casualties would usually be around 10-30 horsemen from both sides. In 

such a way, H&R cavalry battles will be decided by divisional/brigade level formations and the ability to 

rally and reorder rather than by total annihilation of the opposing side.      

 

As mentioned above, in a typical Napoleonic cavalry battle one side usually attacked and the other fled, 

then the victor pursuing was counterattacked by a second line, or reserves, was itself overthrown and 

then pursued in its turn. An officer of the Grand Duke Constantine Uhlans, Bulgarin, wrote that only 

those who never actually participated in a cavalry battle talk about two opposite masses or 

lines of cavalry clashing with each other and fighting until one side was annihilated. Bulgarin 

wrote that it was not so, usually one side attacked and the other fled, then the victor and pursuer was 

counterattacked by the second line or reserves, overthrown and pursued in its turn.  In such environment, 

in-depth divisional level formations and reserves were the key to success and this is exactly what players 

are expected to do: to form cavalry divisions into multiple echelons with reserves positioned in-depth.  

   

 

  

1.2  In many of the original OOBs there are a lot of small squadrons which have below 120 headcount. 

The ability to combine up to 9 cavalry units per hex and to detach squadrons (a squadron fraction being 

1/2 or 1/4) creates situations where:  

- Cavalry suffer unrealistic losses (50-60-70% and beyond) but hardly lose combat effectiveness as 

they are simply not big enough to gain fatigue.  

- Even after 70-90% losses it is still feasible to send the remaining survivors into another charge as 

they can be stacked with other, also depleted, units and participate in charges without any combat 

penalties until they are annihilated to the last man.   

 

To stop this behavior in H&R, the PDT is modified in a way that: 

1. Cavalry units limit per hex is set at TWO.  

2. H&R cavalry units cannot be split into squadrons and the PDT Squadron Fraction is set to 1/1.  

 

The limit of 2 cavalry units per stack/hex, along with a size increase of cavalry units, resolves the issues 

described above. For example 11 Cuirassier regiment / 2nd Cuirassier division / Reserve Cavalry/ from 

HPS Austerlitz is made up of the following units:  
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U 140 6 H S 20 8 1/11 Cuirassier 
U 139 6 H S 20 8 2/11 Cuirassier 
U 141 6 H S 20 8 3/11 Cuirassier 
     Total: 420 cavalrymen. 

  
In the original PDT all three squadrons can be split into two and thrown into charges until they suffer 

about 60-70% losses, after which, if they are unlucky, they gain 300 fatigue, but still remain a combat 

ready and effective force. Even at 60-70% of losses the regiment can probably run another charge or two 

with the remaining 180-200 troops, without suffering any significant chance of a rout (still quality “B” or 

“A” depending on fatigue, which is unlikely with such small units). Even after further losses, the survivors 

can still be utilized by combining them into a stack with another less damaged regiment or possibly an 

equally damaged regiment. In such a way cavalry can be “used up” to the last man without any combat 

penalties.  

 

In the H&R environment with a two cavalry units per hex limit, it is very questionable whether the 

squadrons of the 11th Cuirassier regiment can participate in further successful charges after sustaining 

50% losses. With only two units per hex, the maximum concentration they can achieve is 140 horsemen 

in one stack. Furthermore, with new melee and fatigue settings described in below sections, it is 

guaranteed that a squadron with 50% losses will be above 300 fatigue, meaning additional combat and 

morale penalties.  Also, to discourage players from using highly damaged cavalry units – victory points for 

cavalry losses are increased from 5 to 6. With these settings cavalry units with 50% losses, even if they 

win the melee, they will not achieve a victory points breakeven against a heavily damaged infantry 

battalion. The points increase will discourage the use of heavily damaged cavalry units to the last men and 

that the survivors are not used as ZOC blocks. 

 

2nd Cuirassier division suffering a 50% casualty rate will not be able to attack effectively, as it will be hard 

to find two cavalry units fit for the task. Factors like disorder, fatigue, routs and generals lost (described 

below) will also make it harder to rally and reorder troops, resulting in more historical casualties and 

cavalry behavior on the battlefield.   

 

Another minor benefit of having only two cavalry units per hex and limiting the number of squadrons 

through OOB and PDT (with the squadron fraction being set to 1/1) is that now, a cavalry charge can be 

stopped by artillery and musket fire as could happen in reality. In the original PDT, up to 9 squadrons can 

be deployed into one stack and even if one or two of them get disordered by defensive fire while 

advancing towards their target it is hardly of any consequences for the charge as it has plenty of troops in 

the other squadrons. This split of force between numerous squadrons mitigates and almost eliminates the 

chance of a charge being stopped by defensive fire.  

 

With only two units per hex, if one of them gets disordered by the enemy artillery or muskets, it is not 

worth (mostly) continuing with the charge with only half of the force receiving the charge bonus. As losses 

mount, squadrons become smaller which progressively increases the chance of disorder by enemy fire.  As 
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a result of these changes, cavalry charges beaten back by musket/artillery fire will be a lot more common 

in H&R as it was a common situation on battlefields. 

 

 
Also importantly, all H&R PDT changes for cavalry will reduce the possibility of blitzkrieg tactics and at the 

same time will reduce the need for Embedded melee house rules. Cavalry units limit per hex and 300 

horsemen limit per hex, will not allow gamey maneuvers of “moving through” already meleed friendly and 

disordered units. Even if the spearhead of the attack penetrated the enemy line, it will not present an 

opportunity to move “through” already meleed units as they will simply block the advance of the second 

echelons due to only two cavalry units per hex and limit of 300.  

 

 

1.3 Another important cavalry H&R change is in OOB files which are modified in a way that cavalry units 

range from 120 to 150 with an average cavalry unit being close to 130-140.  

Playtests showed that a typical H&R cavalry stack (260 sabers) charging: 

-         A typical H&R infantry battalion column (or half-battalion) of 400-430 men or 

-         Disordered line of 430 men  

(these types of melee were used as a benchmark) 

on average loses about 35-40 cavalry men (the average being the median of High Combat value and Low 

Combat value). On average, regardless of how many cavalrymen participate in attack they are doomed to 

lose 35-40 men. Therefore, this loss of 35-40  men can be regarded as a “fixed cost” of a cavalry charge.  

 On the other hand, infantry (being charged) losses are dependent on the size of the cavalry stack. Hence 

infantry losses are dependent on the number of cavalry charging them.  

 Accordingly, the more dangerous and deadlier cavalry unit - is the one which can yield a higher number 

of enemy losses (and hence fatigue) per its own “fixed cost” of the charge (35-40 men).  

This concept was used in H&R to bring all cavalry to a common denominator by making units more 

homogenous in terms of size. Also it helped to underline the difference between different types of cavalry 

in Napoleonic period. H&R Heavy/Guard cavalry tend to have more men per unit (140-150) than light / 

line cavalry (120-138) or Cossacks (60-100) and hence have more incremental striking power as opposed 

to light line cavalry. Hence the difference between light and heavy cavalry is more significant.  

Accordingly, it will be harder for a light cavalry to defeat heavy cavalry in the frontal assault. Elements like 

disorder, fatigue, flanking attack will play a more significant role as with two units per hex and 300 limit it 

is a lot harder to achieve smashing numerical superiority over the enemy in one given hex.   

Considering that HPS engine has an element of combat fortune built into it (Low Combat value and High 

Combat Value) any outcome in cavalry vs cavalry is possible, however the general rule is that: 

- Heavy cavalry are the masters of the assault due to having a higher combat density per hex 
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- Light cavalry have smaller units and hence a higher number of units per 1,000 of troops and hence have 

an advantage and higher flexibility in maneuvering, envelopment, pursuit and reconnaissance.  

 

Considering two cavalry units per hex, the cavalry units scaling system into similar sizes was necessary to 

provide a common denominator and consistency for all cavalry in terms of morale, striking power, fatigue 

accumulation, and point at which cavalry units become combat ineffective.  

For example, elite /guard cavalry units (squadrons) tend to have 138-150 men. This allows them to suffer 

a higher number of losses before becoming combat ineffective. Generally, two cavalry units of 60 men 

each, are not combat effective as the maximum striking power they can achieve against infantry is 120. 

Considering the fatigue and attack modifiers used in H&R (described in below sections) this effective 

attacking force is not capable of defeating an average infantry unit of 430.  

Guard or heavy cavalry unit of 140 men will remain combat effective longer than a light cavalry unit of 

125 men. At 50% losses, two cuirassier or guard units of 70 each, are possibly still capable of defeating a 

weak/disordered infantry battalion and can still be utilized in emergency (although with at negative victory 

points trade off). On the other hand at 50% two light cavalry units will have 60 headcount, and in case 

they charge –it is likely to be a waste of a victory points. 

  Accordingly, there is a consistency and integrity in the process of how units become combat ineffective, 

as all cavalry units are homogeneous (but not identical) in terms of size –hence they have similar combat 

potential, similar criteria for fatigue accumulation and similar criteria the loss of combat effectiveness. HPS 

hex world is made of standard 100 meter hexes and unfortunately for this reason, break down of cavalry 

regiments into historically sized squadrons is not suitable for HPS hex environment. Instead they are 

organized into operational units of 130-140 (on average) and it is expected that in order to maximize 

effectiveness, commanders will use their cavalry in a tactical groups of 2 units per hex.   

 
1.4  Cavalry movement points are increased from 21 to 23. Along with disordered movement divider 

described below, this will allow cavalry to outpace infantry at any situation. Even if disordered, the cavalry 

will be able to move for 5 hexes, easily disengaging from pursuing infantry.   

 
Cavalry---------------------------23 MV ---------------5 hexes  + 3 MP for elevations and turning 

Disordered Cavalry--------------20 MV ---------------5 hexes 

Infantry Column-----------------16 MV ---------------4 hexes 

Disordered Infantry Column----13 MV ---------------3  hexes  + 1 MV 

Horse Artillery-------------------23 MV ---------------3 hexes   + unlimbering and firing  
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2. Infantry in column   
 

2.1 Napoleonic infantry columns could be formed either in (image 1.3): 

   

-Column with full intervals  

-Column with half intervals  

-Column with section intervals  

-Closed Column  

 

A 100mx100m space could easily fit two 500-strong columns with half 

intervals deployed in a 100m x 100m area. In Column with full intervals 

the two 500-strong  battalions would be twice as long but would still fit 

into one HPS hex. However, in order to move more men (for example 

2,000 as it is in HPS) into one hex only Column with section intervals or 

Closed Column could be used. 

Image 1.3 

Typically, infantry were using Column with full intervals or Column with half intervals to begin their 

advance towards the enemy. As column approached the enemy, it often shrunk itself into Column with 

section intervals or Closed Column as men instinctively drew closer to each other. At this point, the attack 

usually resulted in three scenarios:  

1. The column (in whatever shape) was beaten back by enemy fire. The HPS equivalent of this would 

be: the attacker is disordered by the defensive fire or the attacker loses the melee with minimal 

losses to the defender.   

2. The column advances steadily- the defenders lose their nerve and opened fire at far greater 

distance, killing no one (or few) and began wavering. In this case, if the column kept advancing 

steadily, almost always the defenders would be routed before the column could reach them, hence 

losses will be minimal on both sides. HPS equivalent is: attacker wins with minimal losses on both 

sides. However, this common scenario is very rare in the game. Most HPS melees are almost 

always finished with considerable losses.  

3. If the defenders remained steady and opened fire at very close range, the officers of the attacker, 

instead of tightening the column, deployed it into line and opened fire. Once the enemy began 

wavering under the fire they charged with bayonets as they were- in line formation. Ignoring 

deployment into line, which is not simulated, this is a typical HPS melee. Although again, in reality, 

it would probably be far less deadly as one side would be routed before soldiers had a chance to 

use their bayonets. Furthermore, in HPS too often the vanquished unit will not be routed but would 

only be pushed one hex back. 

  

The changes in formations from Column with full intervals to Closed Column and to Line in scenarios 1, 2 

and 3 are beyond the HPS scope. However, applying the realistic standards of formations to HPS, 

whenever a 1,000-2,000 strong force begins a melee – in order to fit into one hex - they have to be 

formed in either Column with section intervals or Closed Colum.  
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The main driver for HPS melee casualties is the number of soldiers in the attacking/defending hexes. 

However, as seen in melee scenarios 1, 2 and 3, having an additional 500 troops attacking instead of 

1,000 would not make any difference in enemy casualties, as in scenario: 

 

1. The disordered troops advancing at the front, would possibly disorder and shake the morale of 

troops following closely behind.   

2. The defenders would be routed even before troops of the attacking columns had a chance to use 

their weapons.  

3. Due to space limitations, only 400-500 men would be able to deploy into line and there would not 

be any space for others to utilize their weapons.  

 

In either scenario having above 800-1,000 troops in one hex should not cause additional losses to the 

defender. As in the case with cavalry, only the head of the column would have a chance (if at all) to use 

their weapons. The type of column melees where ranks of columns fight each other with bayonets, while 

the rear ranks pushed at each other like rugby players, has little to do with reality and historical accuracy. 

 

Most bayonet attacks ended up with one side fleeing before any contact was made. Bayonet fights 

between individual soldiers and small groups were more common. Generally the larger the units the lesser 

the probability of a bayonet fight. Bayonet fights between large bodies of troops in the open field were 

extremely rare.  

 

General Antoine Henri Jomini (1769-1869) served in the French and Russian armies and participated in 

numerous battles. He wrote that he never saw a bayonet fight in the open field between two formed 

bodies of troops: "In fact, in real battles I have never seen anything but battalions deployed commencing 

to fire by company, and finally by file, or else columns marching firmly against the enemy, who either 

retired without awaiting the columns, or repulsed them before actual collision took place, or 

themselves moved out to meet the advance. I have seen melees of infantry in defiles and in villages, 

where the heads of columns came in actual collision and thrust each other with the bayonet; but I have 

never seen such a thing on a regular field of battle."  

 
Theoretically, 1,000-2,000 infantry in Column with section intervals or Closed Column can be easily 

packed into one hex of 100mx100m. However, both of these formations were used at the final stages of 

the assault and most likely it was a rare situation when a space of 100mx100m would contain such a 

number of men formed in Closed Columns. As mentioned above the attack was usually started in Column 

with full intervals or Column with half intervals and shrunk to Column with section intervals or Closed 

Column only in the final stages of the assaults (100-200 paces?). Accordingly, it doesn’t mean that as 

soon as space was created by closing up columns, new battalions immediately moved in to fill the 

available space.  
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Such numbers of men crowded in such a small space would find it hard to maneuver without losing 

alignment and bumping into each, while terrain obstacles are likely to cause disorder. They would also be 

extremely vulnerable to artillery. Certainly such number of troops packed in such small spaced did not 

have a chance to use their weapons. Nevertheless such situations, although rare, could happen in reality 

and possibly on a few occasions did make sense (e.g. multi-battalion columns at Wagram).  However the 

game engine problem is that it generates melee losses based on the number of participants from both 

sides. The higher the number the higher the number of melee victims. This results in unrealistically high 

casualties.  

 

To balance out this significant factor and considering the limitation of the game engine, the maximum 

number of infantry per hex in H&R is set to 900. Accordingly, H&R does not simulate the scenario of 901-

2,000 men gathered in one hex. Precisely, H&R does not simulate an extremely rare scenario when 

such force of infantry is formed in Columns with section intervals and/or Closed Columns and 

packed in one hex.  Firstly such scenario was very rare and secondly it has a serious negative effect on 

the historical perspective i.e. excessive losses.  

 

With a reduction of 900 infantry per hex, the overall number of troops participating in melees will decline, 

which should reduce the number of melee victims. Players are still able to mass around 800-900 men per 

hex easily. Considering 25% column bonus, 900 men in columns still have a lot of striking power 

(900+25%=1,125) and also present a hard target for cavalry which will have to buy the victory at a high 

cost or whose charge may fail. The reduction of the number of troops per hex should reduce the number 

of losses in melees, simulating this misunderstood element of Napoleonic warfare.  

 

2.2 It’s going to be harder to achieve overwhelming melee odds over the defender thus guaranteeing 

smashing results. The H&R melee modifiers (described below) will force players to use firepower instead of 

melee. Nevertheless column should remain the most common infantry formation for maneuver on the 

battlefield and to reinforce this historical fact H&R uses Line movement restriction optional rule along with 

reduction to movement in line. Infantry in line will be able to move only 2 hexes as opposed to 4 hexes in 

column. This and melee changes described below should promote players to approach enemy lines in 

columns, then form lines at the distance of 100 meters and engage the enemy in line, or alternatively 

open fire while formed in columns (especially if the enemy is formed in square). Overall, this will slow 

down the pace of the engagements, eliminating blitzkrieging and increasing the role of artillery.    

 

2.3 The new infantry hex limit also impacts skirmishes. A maximum of 112 skirmishes will enjoy their 

ranged fire bonus of -75. Another change is the column fire factor which is set to 1/3 for all armies in all 

scenarios. The reason is that the most common column formation was the one shown on image 1.2 – 

“columns of divisions” –meaning two companies abreast (one division), three divisions deep. The column 

of divisions was most used as it was the easiest to maneuver. Accordingly this formation was allowing 

battalions to utilize 1/3 of their firepower.  
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3. Infantry in line 
  
3.1 Despite the success of the column during the Revolutionary wars, line remained the crucial battle 

formation of Napoleonic warfare. Musket firepower was the primary weapon and line remained the optimal 

formation for musket usage. Marshal Ney, in his “Instruction for the left wing forces” issued in 1804, 

stated that the main advantage of the column is the ease of maneuver and deployment into combat (en 

bataille) formation – line. Ney considered line to be the main combat formation and it is important to note 

that Napoleon’s soldiers training in the Boulogne camp in 1804 were practicing the combat formations 

described in regulations of 1791 (with column and skirmish formations being added to that).  

 

Image 1.4 shows infantry battalion in line formation (Regulation of 1791) numbering 498 men:  

 
Image 1.4 

 

There is a small section of 20 paces indicated on the image which allowed to find out the length the whole 

line = 175 paces. The same source (L'Armée de Napoléon by Oleg Sokolov) states that 152 paces 

equalled to 100 meters which allows us to establish the length of the whole line in meters (image 1.4) – 

115 meters. Therefore to fit into 100 meters the battalion shown in 1.4 should have 430 men in total, 

including officers and NCO’s standing on the front, sides, back and in between pelotons.   

 

It is also important to note that the troop’s density per meter (in line formation) did not change during the 

Napoleonic wars. For example D’Erlon’s battalions at Waterloo were deployed in lines, with each battalion 

of 400-480 men (without the detached voltigeurs companies), covered a front of 80-120 meters – means 

on average, 100 meters were covered by 440 men. 

 

The 1791 regulation does not specify the frontage to be covered by one soldier; however the common 

number found in the literature is 0.5 meter per soldier. Considering the minimum 10 meter gap between 

battalions  in lines and gaps between pelotons, losses, combat stress and terrain obstacles, the realistic 

number of men formed in 100 meter battle line was probably very close to 500 and not too far away from 

430.  
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Taking the average of two values of 430 and 500 we can arrive at reasonably precise estimation of 

practical number of men formed in 3 lines and covering a 100 meter frontage under combat conditions– 

that is 465.  

 

For H&R OOB, this figure was used as a benchmark to establish a maximum number of men per one 

infantry unit. Considering PDT setting of 900 men per hex limit, this figure is adjusted to 450, so two 

infantry units can always fit into one hex. Accordingly, the maximum size of one infantry unit in H&R is 

450.    

 

The HPS original OOBs have numerous battalions with over 500 headcount. For example, the below 

snapshot from recent PBEM battle shows the results of having above 500 troops packed into one battalion: 

 

 
Image 1.5 

 

The French commander deployed 7 battalions in one solid line of 7 hexes. Each of these battalions 

numbers from 700 to 800 men– meaning this division  totalling around 5,000-5,500 troops, projects its 

fire power on a 900 meter frontage. Since HPS engine allows all of these troops “to fire” this creates 

tremendous firepower which could not be possibly achieved in real life. In reality an 800 man battalion 

formed in a standard 3 rank line would cover about 150-160 meters of frontage.  

 

In order to form 3 ranks of 800 men in 100 meters, each soldier had to be hustled into a 35-40 cm 

frontage which is unimaginable. Manoeuvring or reloading a musket in such density is completely out of 

the question. Even the slightest push, would be felt like a wave immediately destroying the alignment and 

order.     

 

The original OOB with battalions numbering above 500 allows and creates unrealistic firepower similar to 

the battles of Crimean war or WWI and ignores the factors relating to Napoleonic era formations. This 

promotes the battlefield behaviour (image 1.5) which also leads to excessive unhistorical casualties.  The 

French commander acted rationally and aligned his troops in the best possible way from the game engine 

perspective. Along with flank morale modifier (which was enabled in this PBEM) this line becomes 
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unroutable solid wall of fire causing unrealistically high casualties to enemy units approaching the line. 

Furthermore, this deployment reminds us of the linear tactics of the 18th century and is lacking the ”in 

depth” concept – an integral part of Napoleonic warfare.  

 

Furthermore, considering H&R cavalry changes since one HPS hex can contain a maximum of 300 

mounted troops formed in battle formation (described in the cavalry section above) cavalry would be 

absolutely hopeless against such a line. On average 800 man battalion would hit 29-58 horsemen (2400-

4800 FP depending if the line moved in the same turn). If they manage to fire twice (on approach + on 

initiating melee) it means on average, 25-40% of the charging cavalry will be annihilated by defensive 

fire, even before the melee begins. Hence infantry does not even have to worry about forming squares as 

cavalry degrades to WWI level, which breaks the whole chain of correlations present in Napoleonic era 

tactics.    

 

3.2  For above reasons H&R OOB breaks infantry brigades into smaller tactical units more appropriate for 

the HPS hex environment. In the H&R OOB infantry units size is in between 385-450 troops, with about 

425-430 being the average. For example, in the original Elchingen battle OOB (Austerlitz scenario #05A), 

6 Legere regiment of 1st brigade/2nd Division/6 Corps is made up of the following units:  

U 866 5 V M 8 8 1/6 Lйgиre 

U 862 5 V M 9 9 2/6 Lйgиre 

 

In H&R OOB this regiment will look like this:  

 
U 450 5 V M 8 8 1a/6 Lйgиre 

U 425 5 V M 9 9 1b/6 Lйgиre 
U 435 5 V M 8 8 2a/6 Lйgиre 
U 418 5 V M 9 9 2b/6 Lйgиre 

 
Two large battalions of 860+ are broken down to two half-battalions which are more realistic tactical 

groups in HPS hex environment of 100m x 100m. The overall OOB is broken down in a way so an average 

infantry unit (battalion of two half battalions) has 425-430 men. 

 

It is important to note, that infantry brigades were not broken down to an identical size tactical units of for 

example 450 or similar because by doing so the historical regimental structure would be lost. Instead, 

H&R OOB breaks infantry units into various sizes usually ranging from 385 to 450. 

 

Firstly, by doing so it is easy to follow historical structure of the regiments. Secondly, adds to a tactical 

flexibility. For example a battalion having 450 men would be most suited for a fire fights, while a unit with 

385 headcount is very handy for protecting a 8-gun battery (with 900 per hex limit, infantry unit has to be 

not larger than 385 in order to be placed into the same hex with 8 guns).      

 

3.3 In H&R OOB, H&R infantry units are smaller hence skirmisher fraction is set to 1/5. Original 1/9 

makes skirmish companies too small and their fire ineffective.   
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4. Melee  
 
4.1 With 900 troops per hex limit the overall intend is that bayonet charges with columns should be a less 

deadly event in H&R, as it was in reality. It is true that the superiority of the line was questioned in the 

Napoleonic era, however it is worthwhile to note that in all major battles where a large scale, serious 

bayonet fight took place, occurred in the later period of 1812-1815 and  conclusions were made only after 

the Napoleonic wars ended. Despite all the fierceness of the episodes of bayonet fighting, the 

overwhelming majority of losses were caused by artillery and firearms. Hence the bayonet fighting 

training, as an essential element of Napoleonic era soldier training was not seriously considered. It was 

not until later in 19th century, that European armies introduced bayonet drills, gymnastic drills and 

calisthenics. Furthermore, starting from the end of Revolutionary wars, as the skill of both men and 

officers increased so did the tendency to fight in a line. 

 

Not surprisingly, lacking the training and practical experience, despite all the bravado, Napoleonic era 

troops were not too eager to close with the enemy and face extremely brutal death.  Hence, one side was 

usually routed before the actual collision was made. As per Napoleon’s words: “Columns do not break 

through lines unless with superior artillery”. The French 1805 regulations stated that the bayonet attack is 

to be used against the enemy that is disorganized by fire, physically and emotionally worn down.  

 

Nevertheless, in the game, a bayonet assault remains the most valuable infantry technique. With 25% 

column bonus and +20 modifier for refraining from fire before the melee - even with minor numerical 

advantage, the attacker has a very decent chance of winning the melee. In a sample of 50 PBEM melees, 

it was established that 561 attackers (which was the average attacking force) have 80% success rate in 

defeating 392 defenders (average defending force) (advantage 1.4 to 1). Such high success rate 

encourages players to rely on melee, which also gives immediate and effective result as opposed to 

musket firing. As a result chain melees lead to unhistorical casualties and unhistorical tactics.   

 

The game mechanics encourage such tactics as victory in melee is easy to achieve and it produces 

immediate and very effective results due to:  

- the vanquished defender is pushed one hex back  

- the defender has to take a morale check  

- the defender receives additional fatigue  

- the loss in melee disrupts the alignment of the defensive line 

- the defender always gets disordered 

- the victory in melee provides opportunities for blitzkrieg tactics as it creates “gaps” in the line of 

the defense and the attacker can move into the gap in the same turn and melee a second line of 

the defender.     

Musket firepower does not yield such favorable results which could be achieved by melee. This, low risk, 

abnormal melee yield, encourages players to rely on melee resulting in unhistorically blitzkrieg tactics.     
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To stop this behavior, the H&R uses a -60% attack modifier through PDT weather line. This change 

drops the success rate of 830 attackers in column (with a leader) vs 415 defenders in line (with a leader) 

to about 35-45%. In the long run even when meleeing with advantage two to one, the attacker can 

expect to have higher casualties. Accordingly, melee is still more decisive but now it costs a lot more in 

casualties to the attacker, also bears a significant level of risk and there is a more appropriate tradeoff 

between risk and return.     

 

Thus, consistently with French 1805 regulations and Napoleon’s statement, meleeing in H&R makes sense 

only when: 

- The defender is disordered / routed  

- There is a significant positive modifier (e.g. flanking attack) 

- And/or there is a significant numerical advantage  

A sample of 200 melee revealed that 2 to 1 numerical advantage (830 in column with leader vs 415 line 

with leader and  no other modifiers), gives the attacker about 35-40% success probability.    

 

Failure to stick to these principles will be punished by engine mechanics as ability to win a melee is 

significantly reduced. In this environment the bayonet assaults on UNdisordered enemy line is costly and 

risky and the attacker can expect to have losses twice higher than the defender, as columns will also 

suffer from a musket fire as they approach the line.   This will discourage a massive melee chain and 

considering the lower density per hex, but the same scenario frontage, the losses over time are expected 

to be lower. The unrealistic situation where Borodino players lost 30,000 by the 11th turn is extremely 

unlikely.    

 

Players will have to choose carefully where and when to use bayonet attacks as overall capacity for melee 

is significantly reduced. Melee combat, discouraged by game mechanics,  becomes a risky affair and a 

limited resource not to be used through the entire line whenever you want to probe the enemy defence.  

 

It may be a lot more reasonable to preserve the combat potential of the attacking force and resort to an 

artillery bombardment combined with, skirmishes harassment and battalions in line firing at the enemy 

from maximum range (2hexes), closing to point blank (1 hex) as the enemy line gets disordered. Within 

1-3 turns, depending on the luck of the draw, the enemy battalions will get disordered and the enemy line 

will crack.  

 

Of course, if there is a weakness in the enemy’s deployment: like  the enemy commander neglected to 

leave sufficient gaps between units or there is stream behind the enemy’s first line preventing enemy 

cavalry countercharge, then a bayonet attack or cavalry charge is possibly the right solution. However 

when timing is less of an issue the musket and artillery bombardment are likely to be the “cheaper” and 

“safer” way to engage the enemy.  
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It is enough to look through the NWC game records pages to see that, ignoring rearguard actions, timing 

is rarely an issue in HPS scenarios. Carnage of gigantic melees along with massive firepower of battalions 

above 500 troops formed in  lines over 100m tend to decide the battles a lot sooner than their historical 

conclusions were made. These battles so quickly resolved, also have the effect of nullifying reinforcements 

that had an opportunity to arrive later and still have an effect on the ongoing battle.  

 

4.2 With 300 cavalry limit per hex, the cavalry loses its concentration ability and due -60% melee 

modifier a large portion of its striking power. To offset this and to make cavalry a true shock force, cavalry 

charge factor is set to *9 (*5 in the original PDT). Cavalry was the true shock force that could have effects 

disproportional to its numerical strength. This change also underlines the difference between heavy and 

light cavalry. Furthermore, the increase in the charge modifier will force infantry to form squares when 

threatened by cavalry as infantry did in reality. Failure to form a square is likely to risk very high 

casualties and the infantry unit is likely to become highly fatigued (600+). 

 
-60% in melee also ensures that cavalry are not “utilized” to the last men, as at 50% strengths they 

become combat ineffective. With *9 charge and -60% melee modifier, an average cavalry stack of 260, 

will easily defeat undisordered enemy battalion but it may have to buy the victory at high costs. Hence, it 

is recommended to refrain from cavalry charges until the enemy line is seriously disrupted by artillery and 

infantry. Once it is achieved, cavalry can show its full potential of penetrating the enemy line and 

exploring success.   

 

4.3 The minor change was made for line rear movement cost which is reduced from 1 to 0 and disordered 

movement cost which is set to 20/23.  This was necessary to allow players to retreat from position if 

pressed too hard. If the defender is being attacked and his lines get disordered, with the original PDT, 

defenders cannot retreat for more than one hex and have no choice but to pile up more troops into the 

first line or to counterattack in force as disordered units are unable to retreat effectively.  If the defender 

decides to give up positions the disordered units are likely to be surrounded by the enemy. On the other 

hand, the attacker is also eager to press hard as melee causes disorder immobilizing the defender. The 

combination of these two factors promotes further mass melees and excessive casualties.        

 

The main argument for disordered troops movement reduction, is that once disordered, the officers tried 

to level the ranks and to reorganize the command chain and  hence some time was wasted. However, if 

the unit was threatened with encirclement, it is reasonable to assume, that officers  firstly attempted to 

retreat in whatever condition the unit was, instead of leveling the ranks and being surrounded. 20/23 

disordered movement divider will allow players to retreat, although still at lower the speed. 

 

With 20/23 disordered movement cost and zero rear movement costs for lines,  a disordered line is able to 

retreat 200 meters back (300 meter for column) and with these changes, situations like at Borodino,  

where French stormed fletches numerous times, are more likely, as players will find it more reasonable to 
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call off the attack which went badly or retreat from a position when pressed too hard in order to come 

back with fresh units in the next half an hour and try to recapture it. Also, with  20/23 settings under no 

condition, the infantry will outpace cavalry. Even if disordered, a cavalry will still be able to cover 5 hexes 

– more than undisordered infantry column.  

   

4.4 Often it was the terrain which provoked melees. The bayonet fight most often took place not in an 

open terrain but in chateaus, farms villages, towns, cities redoubts and fleches.  To reflect this and 

considering the -60% melee default modifier, the following changes were made to Terrain Combat 

modifiers in H&R: 

 

Original:  

    Blocked: 0%     Clear: 0%     Water: 0%     Forest: -10% 

    Orchard: 0%     Marsh: 0%     Building: -20%   Chateau: 0% 

    Village: -20%     Rough: -10%     Field: 0%     Path: 0% 

    Road: 0%     Pike: 0%     Rail: 0%     Stream: 0% 

    Creek: 0%     Hedge: -10%     Wall: -20%     Embank: -10% 

    High: -40%     Gate: -40%     Fort: -20%     Elevation: -20% 

 

H&R:  

    Blocked: 0%     Clear: 0%     Water: 0%     Forest: -30% 

    Orchard: -10% Marsh: -5%     Building: -25%  Chateau: -40% 
    Village: -25%     Rough: -15%     Field: 0%     Path: 0% 

    Road: 0%     Pike: 0%     Rail: 0%     Stream: -10% 

    Creek: 0%     Hedge: -10%     Wall: -20%     Embank: -10% 

    High: -30%     Gate: -30%     Fort: -20%     Elevation: -10% 

 

The changes are indicated in red. Firstly, the introduction of -60% melee modifier, makes some original 

terrain modifiers too high. For example, original -40% terrain modifier for High and Gate, excludes the 

possibility of a successful assault. Elevation modifier is also reduced as this is one of the most common 

modifiers and -60% to melee already makes every terrain modifier the matter of victory or defeat.  

 

For Building and Villages the values are raised to -25%. It should be a costly affair to dislodge an enemy 

from these places and this increases the role of built-up areas which offer a good protection for the 

defenders. The stone buildings of Central European villages offered a great cover for defenders and 

troubled the attackers due to their narrow streets. In 1813, during the battle of Leipzig, the French army 

utilised such cover to great effect repulsing numerous attacks while being hopelessly outnumbered.  In 

H&R, villages/cities will play a more important role and will present defenders with opportunity to stop / 

delay attackers even when significantly outnumbered. To win a firefight against an infantry battalion 

positioned in village hex, will be extremely hard. Only a short-range artillery fire or wearing the enemy by 

numerous costly bayonet assaults followed one after another will be effective. For scenarios taking place 

in Eastern Europe, Villages modifier is set to -15% as wooden houses did not provide such a good cover. 
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The terrain modifier was increased for Forests and Orchards. Historically, massive assaults through forests 

were very rare for Napoleonic era and were mostly limited to skirmishing or minor engagements. Forests, 

did not allow to keep soldiers formed in tight formations and this did not fit Napoleonic era command and 

control standards. -30% for forests and -10% for orchards should discourage players from planning 

unhistorical main assaults through forests. These changes will increase the historical role of skirmishes 

who would be able to occupy forests and force the enemy to either tolerate their fire or to force them to 

carry a costly bayonet assaults. Stream melee modifier is also increased from 0 to -10. Deploying behind 

a stream should offer some benefits to the attacker and present an obstacle for the bayonet charge. Marsh 

is increased to -5. This is rather symbolic but it will provide some penalty for the attacker. The intend is 

that Marsh will not and should provide any adequate cover for the defender and will also create an 

additional penalty for the attacker. To discourage unhistorical deployment in marsh further, marsh 

movement costs for column is increased to 10. Accordingly, in marsh hexes, columns will be able to move 

only one hex per turn.  

 

4.5  -60% modifier has increased the role of skirmishers, who were an important addition to   Napoleonic 

warfare. Original game settings hardly reflect the benefits of skirmishes. With -60% in melee Skirmishers 

become an important tool on both attack and defence and add to tactical flexibility.  

 

For example the defender can reinforce his formed battalions of the first line with skirmishes. This will 

increase the number of men in the defending hex and if the attacker decides to attack with bayonet, his 

chances will be extremly slim as it would be impossible to achieve a desired  minimum  numerical 

superiority of 2-to-1. At the same time a unit formed in line and stacked with skirmishes does not suffer 

extra losses from enemy artillery fire as opposed to two battalions in line. On the other hand, the attacker 

can reinforce his disordered spearhead column stacks with skirmishes after the melee occurs. In the case 

of the enemy counterattack, a skirmish company which is not disordered will give the additional numbers 

to beat off the enemy attack. Also considering, 900 troops per hex limits, skirmishes add flexibility.  In 

case the attacker is planning a bayonet assault, skirmishes will help to achieve the maximum 

concentration in one hex giving additional headcount to the attacking columns and therefore increasing 

the probability of a successful result.   

 

Also, due to -60% modifier, it will be a lot more costly to attack skirmishes with formed battalions and 

their role has increased significantly. Overall, this will underline the obvious advantage French army had in 

skirmishing warfare and this will be especially obvious for 1805 and 1807 scenarios.  

 

4.6 For HPS Austerlitz, considering the musket usage emphasis in H&R, Russian infantry musket FP at 

ranges of 100 meter is increased from 3 to 4. Under H&R, setting with original FP values, Russian infantry 

becomes useless as their musketry is 40% less efficient than French.  Hence it was necessary to balance it 

considering the melee changes. FP 4 is still 20% less FP than what French can produces and this reflects 

the inadequate training and equipment used by the Russian army. 
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5.  Leaders 

 

5.1 From 1804 to 1814, 1180 Generals and 25 Marshalls served Napoleon. For this period 185 French 

generals were taken as prisoners of War. The majority of them were captured as a result of capitulations 

and not in combat. For example, in 1813 22 generals surrendered at Dresden, 23 in 1808 at Bailén, a 

similar number was captured during the 1812 retreat from Russia.     

 

During the same period 141 generals in total were killed in action. From this figures it is clear that 

generals had much higher chance of being killed in action rather than being captured in action. For 

example, at Borodino there were 47 French generals killed or wounded but only one was captured.  

 

Wounds in action were many times more common. More than half of Napoleon’s generals were wounded 

at some stage of their careers. It is extraordinary but each of these generals, on average was wounded 

approximately 4 times! Marshals were not an exception - Oudinot was wounded 24 times!      

 

Accordingly, the leader loss values have been changed. The overall cumulative casualty probability would 

be slightly higher (22%) than original (17%). The significant change is that leaders now are a lot more 

likely to be wounded by enemy fire and melee. The probability of being captured would be extremely rare 

with the most common leader loss being due to a wound.  

 

Original PDT:  
Fire Wound: 2%     Fire Kill: 3%                                                      Total: 5%                                          
Melee Wound: 3%     Melee Kill: 4%     Melee Capture: 5%     Total: 12% 

 

H&R PDT 
Fire Wound: 7%     Fire Kill: 2%                                                      Total: 9%                    
Melee Wound: 9%     Melee Kill: 3%     Melee Capture: 1%     Total: 13 %           

 

 

 

 

 
5.2   A new organisational layer has been introduced in H&R OOB through the addition of the regimental 

structure and regimental commanders. Accordingly, the organisational command structure in H&R is:  

 

Army – Corps – Division – Brigade – Regiment    

  

H&R does not have a “Wing” organisational component as it was rarely a tactical but often strategic-

operational division. HPS battles simulate only tactical aspects of Napoleonic warfare hence it is more 

appropriate to represent the regimental structure, which was the lowest organisational unit. Furthermore, 

introduction of regiments allows underlining the different qualities of different regiments, which varied 

greatly (this discussed in the section 6 below).   
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5.3  Leader’s command ranges are reduced:   

 

 

Original PDT: 

 
Allied Command Distances 
    Brigade: 4 hexes     Division: 6 hexes     Corps: 14 hexes 
    Wing: 18 hexes     Army: 25 hexes 
 
French Command Distances 
    Brigade: 5 hexes     Division: 7 hexes     Corps: 18 hexes 

    Wing: 25 hexes     Army: 42 hexes 
 

 

H&R: 

 
Command Distances 
    Regiment: 1 hexes     Brigade: 3 hexes     Division: 5 hexes 
    Corps: 8  hexes     Army: 12 hexes 
 

 

The first reason for such reduction is introduction of a new reorganisation layer (regimental). Overall, this 

change is aiming to slow down the pace of the engagements as with reduced range more units will find 

themselves detached and overall reorganisation should take longer. This will be especially true for routed 

and later rallied units trying to get back into their commanders’ range. It will be impossible for regimental 

commanders to cover both the frontline units and the units in the rear that have been routed, already 

recovered but still disordered (also disordered units move faster now at 4/5 of the normal speed).  With 

shorter command ranges players will often face a dilemma which units to cover with their regimental 

leaders: 1). engaged in front or 2) routed and recovered in the rear.  

 

Accordingly, as the number of routed units will grow – the regimental leader will be unable to cover both 

frontline units AND disordered units in the rear and this: 

- will slow down the unrealistic aggressiveness 

- will make armies more sensitive to casualties and disorder and less deadly to each other.  

- will promote players to use more historical in depth tactics. 

 

The second reason for range reduction is: 

“Experience has shown that game players conduct their attacks with far greater aggressiveness than was 

ever shown on the actual battlefield. Historically, leaders were very cautious in the commitment of their 

troops and were careful not to keep units in battle for too long for fear they would not hold.” (HPS Manual)  

 

With reduced ranges the organisational structure will be more fragile. A solid front becomes a must as 

isolated detachments of the armies will be outside of senior commander’s range, it will be harder to 

reorganise disordered units and this should make players to be more cautious and less aggressive. 

Commanders will have to preserve the overall cohesion of the army more carefully. It would be dangerous 

to split the army and allow detached divisions to operate on their own and perform less historical and risky 

maneuverer’s deep into enemy flanks or rear.   
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The pace of the engagements will be reduced for major battles with a large front. This will reduce the 

speed with which opposing armies annihilate each other, which in original game leads to too intensive 

fighting along the whole front, with extremely high casualties over time ratio.  

 

Historically, an action along the entire front was not a common practice in major battles. Usually 

Napoleonic major battles had a diversion attack, a flanking attack, a primary attack, with a final “all in” 

attack followed once the enemy army became disordered and showed signs of defeat.  These actions were 

not conducted at the same time and more often were dependent on success of each other.  The aim of 

command range reduction is to make the flow of battles more historical which will also be less deadly as 

units being out of seniors leaders command range will not be pushed hard against the enemy along the 

entire front.  

 

In H&R, a maximum optimal front for a 2-3 brigade division is about 1500 meters (15 hexes). For Corps -

(2-3 Divisions) 2,500-3,000 meters.  Army Commanders, will find themselves busy as will have to 

manoeuvre along the front. Usually, the CinC will be able to cover only 2-3 Corps concentrated along the 

front of about 4 km – so naturally the best position of the Army Commander is somewhere close to the 

point of the main attack.  

 

 

5.4 Leaders’ command ratings are slightly changed as H&R has an additional layer of command 

(regimental) which increases the chance of reorganisation. H&R uses the following base command 

values:  

French                 Leaders               Coalition 

C….………..…….….….Army….….………………….E 

E……………..Corps or Colum…..……………E  

 D……….…………Division…………….……E 

 E.….…………Brigade………….……E 

E………..Regiment.….…….E 

54%….Total reorganisation chance….45% 

 

This table is the basis for all armies but might have a minor variations from unit to unit and from scenario 

to scenario. In reality, the organisational rates are higher as many Regimental leaders are given command 

rating of “D”.  Namely, the command rating was increase for elite regiments to demonstrate the superb 

cohesion of these units. For example, regimental commander of all Guard regiments and elite 

regiments have a higher command rating of D, which gives them 67% chance of reorganisation.      

 

In H&R French leaders have the same command range as Coalition leaders; however:  

 

- Firstly, the superiority of the French staff system is reflected by 9% advantage in reorganisation 

chance.   
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- Secondly, the French army, by default has an organisational advantage over Allies which under 

H&R setting becomes even more obvious. This is evident by the fact that French army has a higher 

ratio of regimental leaders over units. For example, in H&R 1805 Ulm scenario the ratio is:  

 

This means that per each French colonel there are 4 infantry units, while in Austrian army there are 4.75 

infantry units per each colonel. This ratio difference is even more significant for cavalry.  

 

The implications are that French regimental leaders have a far easier task in covering their units with their 

command range. This factor combined with a higher chance of recovery from disorder gives the French 

player a much tighter control over their units, reflecting their superior staff and organisational systems.     

 

 

5.5 Cossacks regimental leaders command and leadership ratings are both set to “B”.  This change, 

however, is not related to the quality of Cossacks leadership but aims to simulate their historical role on 

the battlefield.  

 

With the maximum two units per hex, small unit sizes of between 60-90 and quality “E” - make Cossacks 

very week units on the field of battle, significantly inferior to the line cavalry. However, historically 

Cossacks were a unique independent arm of the Russian army and had other strengths:  

 

"A characteristic which makes the Cossacks especially useful for the ‘light war’, is their total 

indifference for a thousand things, which are called ‘obstacles’ in the military sense ... During the 

attack on Holland the adroitness with which six Cossack regiments under Narischkin and Stael operated 

between hundreds of waterways and many fortified places astonished all experienced military buffs....” 

(Prokesch - "Ueber den Kosaken, und dessen Brauchbarkeit im Felde”) 

 

H&R aim is to underline the historical strengths of Cossacks in “light war”.  

 

Firstly, their units are the smallest amongst cavalry. Hence they have a lot more units per 1,000 troops 

than heavy or even light cavalry. For example, a heavy cavalry will have 10 units in 1,400 strong brigade 

but Cossacks will have 14 or 15 units in the brigade of the same size.  This makes them more efficient in 

envelopment, reconnaissance, encirclement, isolation and pursuit of the routed enemy.   

 

Secondly, ability to rally and reorder independently  (due to leadership and command ratings “B”) 

makes them independent from the main army and highlights their historical strengths like: speed, ability 

to leave off the land, ability to operate in cross-country with fewer penalties and operate on the enemy 

flanks and rear, threatening the enemy lines of communications and employing hit and run tactics.  
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Also, Cossacks are given “cavalry” status from the engine perspective, means they will be able to receive 

the same charge bonus as cavalry (*9) when charging infantry or artillery.  

 

“The statement that these troops cannot be used in regular formations is fairly common..... But one 

makes a mistake if he concludes from this that there are no cases in which they would have to be used in 

closed formation. Examples of how the Cossack can be used against foot and guns there are 

many. To these belong the combats which Tettenborn fought against General Morand in March 1813….” 

(Prokesch - "Ueber den Kosaken, und dessen Brauchbarkeit im Felde) 

 

“ In 1813 ...a young guard detachment of 3,500 men strong, at Langengebode on the road to Hanau, 

was attacked by 800 Cossacks. They were pinned down until daybreak, when three Bavarian 

battalions arrived, taking prisoner the whole detachment….” (Napoleonistika) 

 

Having “Cossacks” status in HPS, with no charge bonus against formed infantry, makes Cossacks 

absolutely defenseless against infantry, and Cossacks cannot possibly threaten enemy flanks and rear, 

neither to “pin down” infantry.  If threatened by Cossacks, infantry do not have to form a square.  

Furthermore, even if greatly outnumbered, infantry can advance against Cossacks and threaten them with 

their muskets. On the other hand, considering E quality for Cossacks units, only 2 units per hex and a 

maximum Cossacks unit size of 90, under no conditions Cossacks can possibly defeat even the weakest 

infantry formation above 100 headcount.  

 

In this environment, a few thousands Cossacks participated in Uvarov’s cavalry raid on the French left 

flank at Borodino can be easily stopped by 3-4 weak battalions. In reality however, Cossacks did engage 

formed infantry and sometimes were successful. There are numerous examples, of Cossacks participating 

in charges against infantry. Perhaps, one of the famous ones, are the charges against Dombrowski legion 

at the Battle of Trebbia. Cossacks threat, provided there were the right numbers involved, did force 

infantry to form a square:  

 

““In 1812 at Ostrovno the French 16th Chasseur Regiment was attacked by Cossacks. The chasseurs 

delivered a volley at close range (30 paces) The Cossacks however closed with them and drove them back 

in disorder. Some Frenchmen fled into the ravine and some behind the squares of 53rd Line Infantry 

Regiment. “ (Napoleonistika) 

 

“Eugene got the front line….. he was going amongst his battalions, when the Russians ordered a 

considerable body of Cossacks to charge and try to carry him off…. Prince Eugene had  no other 

recourse but to take refuge inside the square of 84th line….” (Mikaberidze)  

 

For this reasons, Cossacks are given a “cavalry” status through OOB and no special charge rule is applied 
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to them. Cossacks are still considerably weaker than line cavalry as they have smaller units of around 90 

men, which simulates their tactics of fighting in less tight formations. Cossacks also have morale E, means 

they will not stand under artillery fire and also they cannot be expected to hold the line against enemy 

cavalry due to their -20 melee modifier for E quality and -25% to strengths for being armed with lances. 

Therefore, using them as regular cavalry in battle ranks is not efficient but risky. However, their ability to 

operate independently from the main army can be utilized by operating in the enemy rear and flanks, in 

the same manner as it was done at Borodino.    

 

 

5.6  Austerlitz OOB contains many deputy leaders that do not carry any functional organisational tasks 

until their superior is killed, captured and wounded.  The example of original Austerlitz OOB:  

 

French 1st Brigade, 1st Division of I Corps has the following leaders:  

    L 3 5 16 GB Dumoulin 

    L 3 5 101 Col Autie 

    L 3 5 102 Col Barrie 

     

Apart from the commander of the brigade Dumoulin, there are two more colonels: Autir & Barrie. 

Experience shows that players utilise them at melees at the slightest opportunity, or in case of the 

defence they are always in front line reinforcing units’ morale by one.  Considering the amount of leaders 

present in H&R scenarios due to introduction of regimental layers – these additional leaders become 

excessive and simply provide “expandable” leaders to be utilised in melees. For this reason, all second in 

charge leaders are removed via the scenario editor.    

 

 

5.7  In reality it could take long time for routed units to recover and reorganise, however in the game, 

considering the amount of leaders and their command range, recovery and organisations can take as low 

as 2-3 turns (20-45 minutes). In reality it took a lot longer:  

 

 “around 8am …18th Line was charged by Russian cuirassiers and driven further back to the woods. With 

his men scattered all over the field, the regiment could not rally more than one battalion by late 

morning.”  (The Battle of Borodino: Napoleon against Kutuzov). 

 

Once the unit was routed, the soldiers were running in multiple directions scattering all over the field. 

Obviously, this does not happen in HPS, and due to engine limitations, all routed soldiers are exceptionally 

prudent and well-organised: they do not split into small groups but continue their rout together as one 

unit. Accordingly, in HPS, once the unit is routed there is no need to wait for hours for soldiers to come 

back into ranks and with a help of Leaders and their leadership rating, on average rallying takes as low as 

10-30 minutes.  
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This creates unrealistic situations, where heavily damaged units, easily rallied by leaders, become fully 

controllable within minutes after their routing and immediately start moving back towards battleline, 

deploying into new positions despite still being disordered. This contributes to further casualties and 

unrealistic flow of battles.   

 

To resolve this issue, the leadership rating of Regimental, Brigade, Divisional and Corps leaders is 

reduced to “F”. Effectively, this means that these leaders cannot influence unit rallying.  

 

Army commanders (Napoleon, Mack etc)  are given leadership “B”.  Accordingly, routed units will have to 

rely on Army leaders or their own morale values for the purpose of rallying and overall it will be a longer 

process, more consistent with what was happening in reality.   

 

Routs are more frequent in H&R (see morale section below). However, the base morale is higher and for 

the purpose of rallying calculation game engine takes into account only base morale ignoring other factors 

like fatigue, ammo and etc.  

 

These changes will make rallying slower. It is true that a presence of commanders could influence the 

troop’s morale. This is already well simulated by +1 morale bonus for the purpose of rout checks if there 

is a leader present in the ranks. However, once the unit became routed, it was extremely hard to stop 

them, especially within the immediate vicinity of the enemy. Furthermore, running after routed troops is 

was not exactly what Corps commanders were busy with on the battlefield.  

 

 Once the fear and panic seized the troops and ranks broke, everyone was saving his own life trying to get 

as far as possible from the front line as fast as possible. The routing soldiers were no longer under the 

eyes of their officers and comrades and hence there was nothing to be ashamed of as no one could see 

them. It is true that there are examples of senior leaders rallying the routed. However, this was not purely 

based on a personal trait of that leader but on the dozens of other factors like visibility, proximity of the 

enemy, overall situation, fatigue, losses of the unit etc. In the heat of the chaos, even the presence of the 

senior leader or even the Emperor, was not a decisive factor in rallying:   

 

“The Lifeguard Horse struck the French on their left, while the Lifeguard Hussars attacked their right. Both 

battalions broke and fled, abandoning their Eagle that, unseen, was trampled under the hooves and feet. 

The fleeing infantry passed through Napoleon's Headquarters in their panic flight. De Segur writes: 

"The unfortunate fellows were quite distracted with fear and could listen to nothing ; . . . they 

shouted mechanically 'Vive l'Empereur !' while they fled faster than ever."     (The battle of Austerlitz)     
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6. Morale  
 

6.1 “Experience has shown that game players conduct their attacks with far greater aggressiveness than 

was ever shown on the actual battlefield. Historically, leaders were very cautious in the commitment of 

their troops and were careful not to keep units in battle for too long for fear they would not hold.” (HPS 

Manual)  

 

The first simple way to reduce gamey greater aggressiveness than was ever shown on the actual 

battlefield is to avoid using the main morale-boosting optional rule: Rout limiting. If enabled, this 

rule makes and gives too much extra morale and protects the units from chain routs, thus encouraging 

excessive demands on the troops. This favors the use of big masses of men as  they have no fear of rout 

contagion. This leads to massive, all out attacks, which must be replied with similar concentration of 

forces. No surprise that some major HPS battles are decided by turn 20 after a huge melee involving large 

masses of troops.  

 

Having rout limiting OFF, makes massive assaults more risky for the attacker. If one unit  routs the panic 

can spread to the entire mass; the more massed the troops, the more likely that a rout will break the 

entire attack.  

 

Chain routs were common. Theoretically if any of the battalions of first line were broken the battalions 

from the second line were supposed to counterattack the enemy. Quite often however the broken 

battalion of the first line would run toward the second line and disordered it and so the panic gathered 

volume like an avalanche.  

 

Often those who started the run, and thereby spread the fear, which started the panic, had a legitimate or 

at least a reasonable excuse for the action. For example, an officer was hit and the next he was running 

for a first-aid station in the rear without telling his own troop why he was getting out. They took out after 

him and the line broke. Others who hadn't seen the officer make his dash saw someone else in flight. They 

ran too. It all happened in a flash as fear is contagious. Other men nearby become stampeded by the 

appearance of flight.  

 

The sight of own troops fleeing in panic was often too much for the nerves of the troops in the second line. 

Hence, commanders usually preferred to have space between first and second tactical lines to have some 

time to react in case things turned bad in the first line. The distance between the first and the second line 

of battalions were between 100 and 400 paces. The gaps depended on particular situations on the 

battlefield and on the terrain. The situation on a battlefield was fluid and fast moving, men were under 

tremendous stress and troops could be overcome with panic in any moment.  
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Also Rout limiting ON encourage linear tactics shown in image 1.6 and does not promote historical in 

depth positioning of the second line about 2-3 hexes away from the first line.  

 

Having rout limiting disabled simulates situations described above and will force commanders to resort to 

more historical tactics: having a second line in depth behind, having a local reserves, keeping gaps 

between units , relying more on fire and less on melee to avoid excessive fatigue, relieving front line units, 

etc. On defence it also encourages historical in depth tactics and the resting and reorder of your units: 

leaving too many of them in the front line maximizes the firepower but also means risking a rout spread 

that can open a big gap in your defence. 

 

 

6.2  Moral values of the troops in the original OOB have too high moral values and encourage fighting to 

the death. The result of such moral values leads to the situation where units suffer unrealistically high 

casualties but do not rout. This problem is aggravated further by using Rout limiting optional rule. 

Together it creates unrealistic tactical situations where units with terrific losses hardly ever rout. However, 

as casualty ratios suggest Napoleonic era battles were about breaking the enemy morale and organisation, 

not about annihilating the enemy army to the last man.  

 

Image 1.6 demonstrates the deployment of the French division shown earlier on image 1.5 (page15). The 

situation at 1.6 is about two hours (10-12 turns) after the one shown on image 1.5. Despite heavy losses 

of 40-60% and mostly 600+ fatigue, the French battalions shown on the image do not get routed.  

 

Legere battalions of this division have morale values “A” and in combination with flank morale modifier 

and a general, they have (6+1+1) value 8 for the purpose of a morale check. Even at max fatigue (-2) 

and only if they are disordered (-1) these units have 1 out of 6 chance to be routed. A Line battalion’s 

morale is “B”, means that even at maximum fatigue, if stacked with a General, they  have only 2 out of 6 

chances to be routed.  

 

Image 1.6 
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Not surprisingly, despite that, the III French Corps suffered about 40% casualties over 10-12 turns - the 

French command report indicates that only 1 unit is routed out of 15 units checked! The overall position of 

the same French Corps 30 min turns (3 turns) later: 

 

Image 1.7  

At this point  47% of the III Corps are already casualties and the Corps itself is almost surrounded 

(image 1.7) with many units being isolated, fired on enfilade, disordered and highly fatigued – the 

command report shows that only (image 1.8): 

- 3 units are routed out of 21 checked  

- 4 units are rallied out of 7 checked: 

 

Image 1.8 
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To avoid such unrealistic situations where line units consistently fight to the death and suffer 

unrealistically high losses, H&R uses default fatigue parameters which are given to the units at the 

beginning of the scenario.  

 

Image 1.9 

All infantry and artillery units default fatigue is set to 450 as default settings. Cavalry is set to 525. (image 

1.9).  

 

These changes have two implications. Firstly, it makes units less deadly to each other as their combat 

potential is reduced by 10% due to having medium fatigue from the start.  

 

Also this measure was dictated by the fact that, with original fatigue starting at zero, an average infantry 

battalion of 450 men can easily lose 20-25% of its strengths and still have low fatigue (<300), effectively 

retaining the same combat potential. This unrealistic outcome is even more extreme for cavalry whose 

units hardly ever gain high fatigue due to their small size.  

 

Adding 450 and 525 default fatigue creates results, more consistent with reality where a typical H&R  

infantry battalion suffering around 15-20% losses will have fatigue over 600 and will become less combat 

effective due to combat fatigue gained. Similarly a typical H&R squadron of 135 men losing 15-25% of its 

strengths will have above 600 fatigue gaining an extra 10% combat penalty due to high fatigue.   

 

The introduction of the above default fatigue will create situations where units with 35-50% losses will 

gain maximum fatigue of 900 – meaning getting extra 20% penalty to combat effectiveness. Also such 

units will have to go through a morale check every time they suffer losses. Overall this results in steeper 

fatigue accumulation more consistent with casualty rates.   

 

Therefore, comparing to the fresh units which have -10% default combat penalty, units with 35-50% 

losses will have -40% combat penalty and will be a lot less effective. This will discourage the players from 
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sending such ineffective units into the combat again as it is likely to be a pointless loss of victory points. 

Also, this will provide an incentive to avoid melee and rely on firepower. With the introduction of -60% 

modifier to melee, attacking side losses will be higher than defending side and losses will drive higher 

fatigue drastically attacking unit’s combat potential.  

 

The second implication of the default H&R fatigue is that it gives a morale penalty of -1. To offset this 

negative impact on morale H&R uses the following quality scale, which is the base morale template for 

H&R scenarios: 

 

Q-E Untrained irregulars without battle experience irregulars or Cossacks 

Example: Pike-armed Russian militia, Cossacks, some Landwerh units. 

 

Q-D Poorly trained irregulars with little battle experience 

Example: Most of Landwehr units. 

 

Q-C Poor quality line units: Poorly trained troops without much battle experience or standard trained 

troops with poor motivation 

Example: Napoleon’s Spanish and Portuguese regiments, depots battalions of the Austrian regiments.  
 

Q-B Regular line units: trained and seasoned men- a standard mixture of veterans and recruits. 

Example: line infantry, light infantry, line cavalry. 

 

Q-A Units with high proportion of veterans in the ranks or units made of soldiers selected for their 

stature, physical power or special skill:   

Example: Some battalions of the Elite Regiments, Grenadiers.             

 

Q-A+ Guard:  

Example: Most of the Guard units 

 

Q-A++ Napoleon’s Old Guard: 1er and 2e Régts. of the Grenadiers à Pied and Chasseurs à Pied Chasseurs 

à Cheval, Grenadiers à Cheval,   Mamelukes.  

 

 
The examples under each line might be true in most scenarios but are not constant values. For example, 

the quality of the French Young guard varied greatly through Napoleonic wars. Therefore, the examples 

from the above base morale scale are only general indicators. You can expect them to be true on most 

occasions but the quality of each formation is evaluated in a context of the particular Campaign. 

 

With the exception of the Guard, the majority of all armies will be between quality of “B” with minority 

(Elites and Guards) being “A”. At the first glance this seems to be an increase from the original OOB. 

However, with the introduction of the default fatigue, “B” becomes “C” for the purpose of the morale 

checks, as base morale is offset by -1 due to default fatigue of 450 for artillery and infantry and 525 for 

cavalry.  

 

Accordingly, an infantry battalion or squadron, which lost a couple dozen of men from artillery/musket fire 

and chased a few skirmishes would still have the same value for the purpose of morale checks and would 
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not have any combat/morale penalties. However, when the losses mount beyond 15-20% as the 

battalion/squadron is heavily involved in melee this change will come into effect. 

   

Having 450 inf /525 cav fatigue as default values means units lose combat effectiveness faster – meaning 

fewer losses. Commanders are encouraged to be more merciful to their troops and rely more on 

manoeuvre and firepower because aggressive melees cause more fatigue accumulation. Melee becomes 

more risky but cavalry charges more decisive as one successful charge can put enemy battalion into 

maximum fatigue hence making it combat ineffective for the rest of the day. To avoid this, the defender is 

better off to form a square rather than become routed and combat ineffective for the rest of the battle. 

Historically, infantry if threatened with a cavalry attack would deploy into square and overall H&R changes 

promote players to do so too. 

 

Also, units suffering around 15-20% losses are likely to fall into high fatigue category and gain -1 to 

morale effectively making them quality “D”.  However, this is partially offset by the introduction of 

Regimental leaders. The amount of leaders in H&R has doubled. What it means that players will be able to 

have a leader in most stacks of the first line. This effectively increases the morale of all units by 

one.   

 

However, the overall result is more fragile armies due to:  

 

1. Units with 15-20% (high fatigue) losses will receive 10% compact penalty and -1 to their morale.  

 

2. Units with 35-50% losses (maximum fatigue) will receive 30% combat penalty and -1 to their 

morale. Also, these units will have to take a morale check each time they suffer losses.  

 
3. All line cavalry morale is reduced and given the same parameters as  line infantry. Cavalry was not 

composed of men with unique morale or motivation. The extra training they received was due to 

the nature of their duties (horsemanship) but it did not impact their ability to withstand fire better 

than line infantry.  

 

4. Cuirassiers are reduced from “A” (original OOB) to default morale “B”. These regiments were not 

entirely made one and all brave veterans. Troops serving in hussars or uhlan regiments were not 

less brave and less experienced. It is true that cuirassiers had equipment more suited for a charge 

and their men and horses were larger and physically stronger, however, this ability is already 

reflected in their 25% charge bonus. 

 

5. All light infantry is given the same values as line infantry. As in the case with cavalry, these men 

received some extra training which is reflected in their ability to break into skirmishes and rally 
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skirmishes independently from the formed units but the extra training they had should not make 

them steadier under fire.  

 

The above morale ratings also underline the difference between Elite (non-Guard) units vs line units 

demonstrating Elites exceptional combat abilities. The difference is more apparent as now Elites are not 

just harder to rout in comparison to line troops but also have +20% melee/firepower bonus due to “A” 

quality.  

 

For 1812 Campaign, Russian fanaticism morale bonus is reduced by one to +1 (from +2). Original +2 

makes Russian infantry extremely hard to rout. However, even at Borodino, Russian infantry defending its 

positions were getting routed after heavy losses from time to time. The French stormed the Fletches 

numerous times and it did not mean that all the Russian defenders died on the spot, but in fact the 

majority fled. Reduction also makes a positive impact on scenarios balance and the gap between French 

and Russian morale is not that disproportional. +1 is still a significant bonus and reflects the stoicism of 

the Russian soldier defending the Motherland. 

 

 
6.3  In Napoleonic era, soldiers and officers spent all (or most) of their service in the same regiments 

which contributed to the loyalty to the unit and collective honor in the sense of belonging to “the 

Regiment”. In this way each member was expected protect the Regiment from embarrassment and hence 

Esprit de corps formed unit cohesion which is the essential characteristic of an effective fighting 

organization.   

 

Regimental system was a powerful factor in making for good morale. Military history has demonstrated 

that units with high esprit, a sense of tradition and pride in past achievements perform well in combat. It 

develops soldiers’ sense of loyalty and commitment, which comes from long-term identification with a 

unit, the history, customs and traditions behind the regiments.  

 

Therefore, Napoleonic era regimental system was not simply an administrative measure. Every regiment 

was a unique formation with different history, insignia, traditions, uniforms and most importantly different 

regiments performed differently on the field of battle. Regimental system was a central object of loyalty, 

pride, and esprit de corps of its soldiers. These factors varied from unit to unit and for these reasons, 

some regiments were considered to be elite and generally performed better than others.  

 

Seeking historicity and realism on HPS battlefields, it would be wrong to ignore the regimental system and 

the concept of esprit de corps. To simulate this important aspect of Napoleonic warfare, H&R uses the 

following regimental scale:  

 

Each regiment participating in each scenario is evaluated using the following criteria:  
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 Criterion 1- How was the performance in previous Campaigns (of Napoleonic wars)?  

- Excellent (score 4 points) 

- Good (score 3 points) 

- Satisfactory (score 2 points) 

- Unsatisfactory (score 1 points) 

This criterion, gives an indication on regiments’ reputation and performance history which determined 

regimental pride, loyalty, esprit de corps and eventually the cohesion of the regiment.  The better the 

cohesion the more likely that the regiment would perform well.   

 

Criterion 2- How many Veterans are in the units?  

- Many (score 4 points) 

- Above average (score 3 points) 

- Standard (score 2) 

- Below average (score 1) 

The aim of this criterion is to establish how proficient the regiment is in soldierly skills and how stoic it is 

under fire. Naturally, the regiment with the higher number of veterans would be steadier under fire and it 

soldiers would be more skillful in maneuvering and using their weapons.  

 

Criterion 3- How was the performance in the Campaign of 1805?  

- Excellent (score 4 points) 

- Good (score 3 points) 

- Satisfactory (score 2 points) 

- Unsatisfactory (score 1 points) 

This is a de facto performance of the regiment in the particular Camping (in this H&R version it is 1805) 

of the scenario. This criterion was necessary because no regiment performed consistently through 

Napoleonic wars. It could be that, a regiment performed well in previous Campaigns and had many 

veterans in the ranks but unpredictable psychological factors came into play this time and the regiment 

performed badly. Or it was possible that, despite having many veterans in the ranks and performing well 

in the Italian Campaign 1796-1797, the regiment did not see any serious action ever since, hence the 

quality of its veterans deteriorated and this impacted the performance in 1805.    

 

Each answer allocates points ranging from 1 (worst) to 4 (best). The average of three figures gives a 

regimental mark which is rounded. Below is the example of French 9th Legere evaluation:  
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Once the regiment is tested against the criteria its score (from 1 to 4) is used to determine the quality of 

the regiment in Camping’ OOB:  

 

Score 1. Poor Regiment  

For Poor regiments the base morale of 33-50% of the regiment is reduced by 1.  

 
Score 2. Standard Regiment  

No changes are made for the Standard regiments who keep their base morale.  

 
Score 3. Good Regiment  

For Good regiments a combination of bonuses was used to underline their status. For example some part 

(25-33%) of the regiment can have a morale bonus (ie +1 morale added to their base morale), or it could 

be that the regimental commander is given the command rating of 3 making the reorganization easier 

(note - all Guard regiments in all armies have regimental commanders with command rating of 3), or for 

some Russian regiments who have Good status– instead of morale bonus their Rus Musket is replaced 

with Musket PDT parameter. 

  

Score 4. Elite Regiment  

Elite regiments received double bonus – means they were given both the morale boost and the colonel 

with command rating of 3 or in case of the Russian army it could be a Musket PDT value plus colonel with 

command rating 3.   

 

Accordingly, not all regiments are the same in H&R. This may have a significant impact on regiments 

performance and players are encourage to pay attention to regimental differences. For example, looking 

at H&R Austerlitz scenario, Davout infantry regiments are all “Good Regiments” with their colonels having 

command rating of 3. Considering Davout position of being separated from the main army, this provides a 

significant bonus for his infantry, allowing him operate separately for the main army disregarding 

Napoleon’s command bonus.  

 

To evaluate the regiments, a thorough research was conducted for each regiment using dozens of 

publications with a few of them being specialized regimental history series. For example, it was considered 

in how many campaigns the regiment participated in the past years, how intensive the fighting was, what 

were the losses and how was he overall performance over the past years (e.g Battle honors) and in 

particular in the Campaign of the relevant HPS scenario. In some rare cases, for less known regiments it 

was difficult to judge, so score “standard” and “satisfactory” answers were applied.  

 

Of course the above evaluation technique cannot possibly be 100% objective and accurate but it is a 

systematic approach and despite the flaws, it is far better than leveling all the regiments at the same 

quality and ignoring the regimental system completely.   
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6.4   “….the physical effects of combat fatigue are felt long term and do not wear off through simple rest. 

In many Napoleonic War battles, the end of the battle was determined by fatigue and not by losses.” (HPS 

Manual) 

 

With 30% fatigue recovery rate infantry units can fully recover all their initial fatigue of 450 within 25-40 

turns. Considering 450 default fatigue values, it would be incorrect to have units standing in reserve for 

four hours (hence recovering a large portion of their original default fatigue), gaining significant advantage 

over those marching.  

 

HPS fatigue system represents battle fatigue (commonly known as Combat stress reaction) and not a 

basic physical tiredness. Battle fatigue is much more complex and damaging condition resulting from the 

stress of the battle and drastically decreases the combatant's fighting efficiency. The common symptoms 

of the battle fatigue are: slow reaction time, difficulty initiating routine tasks, physical exhaustion, 

vomiting, abdominal distress, anxiety, dizziness, frequent urinating and dehydration, panic attacks etc. 

 

The basic therapy for combat fatigue starts with simple procedures like providing adequate rest, food and 

sleep- means simply being away from the combat zone.  Israeli figures from the 1982 Lebanon war 

showed that with basic treatment, 90% of combat stress casualties returned to their unit, usually within 

72 hours. US figures from Korea reported similar figures: 85% of US battle fatigue casualties returned to 

duty also within 72 hours.  

 

In original PDT, at 30% recovery rate, three-four hours of rest is enough to recover large portion of 

combat fatigue and send units back to combat. Taking the example from NRC Borodino scenario, French 

infantry surviving the morning assault on Bagration fletches can easily re-join the battle after noon. In 

reality, the process of fatigue recovering could take days and it is mainly for combat fatigue reason 

Borodino battle ended in disengagement at around 5-6pm despite that there were still good two hours 

until the sunset. Accordingly, fatigue recovery rate in H&R is set to symbolic 1%. The night turn recovery 

rate is set to 30%.  

 

The intent is that heavily damaged units could not recover effectively on the same day, not to mention a 

few hours. Hence once the unit gains 900 fatigue effectively it has little chances to be returned into battle 

and participate actively. Cavalry hardly gain fatigue of 900 due to their smaller size, however their usage 

is limited by two units per hex.     

                      

 

6.6  Ammo depletion number is increased from 4% to 8%. Having a full complement of ammunition was 

never guaranteed in any battle.  While most often, a unit had enough ammunition to ensure the ability to 

fight for some time, breakdowns in command and organization often resulted in ammunition problems. 

Often the units run out of ammunition during the battle and were forced to pull back or to wait until 
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ammunition was brought forward. The intention is to introduce an additional element of chaos of war 

which may impact the flow of the combat. Also this will increase the reliance on the wagons in the rear 

making commanders more cautious of their wagons and communication lines. Finally, Isolated units will 

be easier to rout and take prisoners as they usually do not have means to resupply. To account for higher 

ammo depletion wagons size in increased from 300 to 500 for divisional wagons and from 500 to 750 for 

Corps level wagons. 

 

 

6. Summary    

 

The overall result of all morale/fatigue changes is that players must be more careful with their units. You 

cannot just trust the morale bonus to keep your line in place, regardless of the punishment they receive. 

Rotation of fatigued or disordered units becomes a must. You always have to keep a local reserve in order 

to plug possible holes in your line. Sending high fatigued units with 35-50% losses into attack becomes 

pointless, since they are not effective and will be easily routed. Melee is less desirable, since it raises 

fatigue quickly. 

 

A more historical-looking game results, with less “all in” massive assaults and more manoeuvre, firefights, 

skilful tactics with brigade/divisional level formations (e.g. in-depth) and firing to wear down the enemy. 

Battles shall last longer, rather than being resolved in a massive melee series by turn 20. Rather than 

positional fighting to the death players can expect the chaotic elements of war to come into play as units 

from both sides will get routed. Total casualties will be lower, as the units will be routed before being 

shredded by enemy fire or assaults.  

 

Routs would make casualties more realistic as line units suffering 15-20% losses after being vanquished in 

melee would rout more often. Typically Napoleonic era bayonet assault or a cavalry charge would almost 

always have one side routed. This is exactly what commanders are expected to see with H&R as units 

defeated in melee will tend to be routed as in real life. Guards/Elite units are exception though.  

 

An expert on cavalry, Ardant du Picq, stated (with some exaggeration, just to make the point) that during 

the charge, in 49 out of 50 cases, one side hesitated, disordered and fled before contact was made. 

Approximately 75 % of the time this happened at a considerable distance, before they could see each 

other's eyes. 

 

With the original morale settings, it is usually the case that two opposing masses of troops clash with each 

other and fight until one side is annihilated with both sides suffering massive casualties. This is especially 

a problem with cavalry and light troops which have higher morale of “A” and “B”. In the original OOBs, 

cavalry has high morale (B & A), troop stacks in hexes are usually large, almost always a general is 

present and with morale boosting optional rules it becomes virtually impossible to rout cavalry as 

horsemen are ready to fight to the death.  
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This type of cavalry engagement has nothing to do with reality as typically one side attacked and the 

other retreated or was routed. Then the victor and pursuer was counterattacked by a second line or 

reserves and overthrown and pursued in its turn. Already in 18th Century, Mirabeau wrote that "veteran 

cavalry officers have told us that when two bodies of cavalry charge one another, it almost always 

happens that one party flees before the other can meet it.” H&R morale reduction combined with lower 

density described in part one, 200-250 cavalrymen will not inflict massive casualties on each other and 

routs are a lot more likely. Hence cavalry battles should become less bloody, more chaotic and therefore 

more realistic.    

 

The same goes for infantry who as opposed to cavalry have firearms and are expected to utilising them for 

hours rather than becoming combat ineffective within 20-30 minutes due to excessive melees.  

 

Overall, the armies should be considerably more "brittle" and less deadly to each other. There might be 

situations where highly fatigued units will be routed even after minor losses suffered from long-ranged 

artillery fire and such was the reality. If only a single cannonball hit an infantry column and several men 

this could still have a demoralizing effect on those around them. It created disorder and could even bring 

the column to a halt. Once halted, even if there has been little damage, the column never moved as 

strongly and willingly again. After several such delays and/or disruptions, men become morally spent, all 

impetus is lost and the attack might be better to  be called off for the day. According to Quistorp at 

Hagelberg (1813) a shell fired by a French howitzer exploded among the advancing II Battalion of 7th 

Kurmark Landwehr. The men immediately "turned around" and two other Landwehr battalions halted their 

advance. 

 

Routs will not mean that armies will easily rout one another in 5 turns but rather, they will not be "willing" 

to be pushed so hard against each other resulting in unhistorical mass-melee-murder. The default fatigue 

approach also puts the premium on fresh troops, avoiding excess fatigue, getting an enemy formation to 

disorder and run away rather than having all of it killed in melee. Altogether, engagements outcome will 

be determined by which army is disordered, runs out of reserves or fresh troops, and routs first - not 

which one literally dies to a man, hence default-fatigue approach described in section 6.2  promotes a 

more historical atmosphere on the battlefield.    
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7. Artillery  

 
7.1  With -60% melee modifier the pace of the combat is slower as it is harder to penetrate the enemy 

line blitzkrieg style. Accordingly, artillery has significantly more opportunities to shell the attacking force 

and it becomes a very powerful asset. In fact, in this environment, original artillery fire power values 

become too high as attacking infantry has no chance to withstand the artillery firepower and engage the 

enemy with muskets as they did historically. For balancing purposes, cumulative artillery FP in H&R is 

reduced by 20% (refer to FP table – image 1.11).  This change was necessary to offset the morale and 

fatigue changes described above.  

 

7.2  Same size artillery types across all nations are given the same FP values. For example all FP values 

for 12-lb, 6-lb guns and 4-lb are the same for all nations. With today’s limited data it is virtually 

impossible to establish reasonably proven differences in effectiveness between the similar types of guns 

used by different nations. It is even more unrealistic to establish these differences at different ranges and 

apply them to HPS PDT.  

 

In 1904, Colonel Nylus in his study about Napoleonic artillery, based on the extensive research, 

concluded:  

…The above data, gathered from many sources, suggests that: despite the best attempts to classify and 

compare the findings, it is clear that due to contradictions, imperfection and inaccuracies in statements of 

different authors and contemporaries, no generalisation can be made. ……Inaccuracy of the data 

available, variety of different metrics systems, lack of the data on projectiles initial velocity, lack of the 

data on the quality of gunpowder and the lack of data on the level of gas pressure in chambers, variety of 

munitions and aiming sights used – all of this, does not allow us to perform a reliable and 

meaningful comparison of ballistic qualities of similar types of guns used by various nations. 

Furthermore, due to lack of quality scientific experiments, even a theoretical hypothesis for such 

comparisons would be very questionable.   

 

Furthermore, practical ammunition provisions, quality and availability of ammunition varied greatly from 

country to country, army to army, battle to battle and battery to battery. Hence it would be incorrect to 

generalize and claim that for example, from pure technical perspective French 6-lb was consistently more 

effective than Austrian 6-lb or Russian 6-lb. Finally, all armies used captured equipment. For example in 

1807, out of 48 guns in Soult’s corps, 42 were of the Austrian origin.  

 

However, most sources agree that for the first part of the Napoleonic wars, French gunners dominated the 

battlefield not just through the tactical usage but also through individual skill. For the reason all Allied 

artillery units are given 575 default fatigue for 1805-1812 scenarios. This brings Allied artillery fatigue 

closer to 600 mark and in case of the artillery duel –French gunners are more likely to prevail. Once Allied 

battery reaches 600 fatigue it will receive 10% FP penalty giving the advantage to the French gunners.  
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7.3   Fire power minor changes are (refer to image 1.11 on page 44): 

 

1. Ricochet shots (FP 1) maximum range is increased for all artillery types to the level of NRC. 

Ricochet effect was a powerful tool well known to artillerymen who utilised it at ranges far beyond 

the canon’s  round shot ranges. For example, at the horizontal positioning of the barrel, the cannon 

ball flew only 300 meters and ricocheted three times to the total range of 1680 meters!     

               

2. The difference between 8-lb and 6-lb systems is reduced significantly in both range and firepower: 

“I suggested replacing 8-lb and 4-lb with a single 6-lb type. It was established that 6-lb effect is 

very similar to 8-lb, but at the same time significantly superior to 4-lb.” –Marshall Marmont, at 

that time the inspector-general of artillery.    

 

3. “…as for the effective artillery range, the estimates by contemporaries varied significantly. 

Comparing the data from various sources it is possible to generalise that a cannon ball range for a 

medium size gun equalled to about 1,000 meters” (Sokolov).  

 
Obviously, at longer ranges of 800-1000 meters cannon balls became less effective as the accuracy 

dropped. Chief of Russian artillery Kutaisov in “General Instructions to Artillery” stated that: “On 

the battlefield, the effectiveness of shots up to 1100 meters is questionable, at 650 meters the 

shots are quite accurate and at 400 or less they are deadly”. Accordingly, in H&R the maximum 

optimal cannon ball (FP 2) range for medium size guns is set to 700 meters.   

 
4. It took heavy guns longer to reload and their main advantage was apparent at longer ranges, 

hence 12-lb FP at range of 100 meters is reduced by 2 and by 1 at range of 200 meters. They are 

still superior to other cannons at all ranges, but this is less obvious at close ranges, where lighter 

guns compensated their smaller calibre with faster reloading.  

 

5. Napoleonic howitzers had a very short barrel and a very steep trajectory of the projectiles. There 

were two types of howitzers’ projectiles – a grenade (a metal ball with explosives inside) and 

canister.  

 
When firing a canister, due to howitzers’ short barrel, the grape shots  dispersed at a very wide 

cone, much wider than the grapeshot of a standard cannon. Also, howitzers had a larger calibre 

and more rounds per canister short, hence more close-range fire power. This gave howitzers an 

advantage when firing canister at point blank. At longer ranges, however, for the same reason 
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(shorter barrel), howitzers’ canister advantages vanished completely due to poor accuracy and 

poor rounds concentration. Accordingly, at extremely short ranges of 100 meters, howitzers, are 

deadlier than heavy guns (12-lb). At range of 200 meters their FP is equal, while at range of 300 

meters it was pointless for howitzers to use the canister shots and they switched to grenades. 

 

Grenades had a very steep trajectory and fell on an enemy from above hitting everyone located in 

grenade’s killing zone. The difficulty in howitzers plunging fire was in lack of percussion fuses which 

did not exist at that time. Instead, a delayed-action fuse (a wick) was used.  The use of delayed-

action fuses impacted howitzers ability to hit the target regardless of the range it was fired at. For 

this reason, howitzers effective firepower curve at ranges from 300m and beyond is relatively flat. 

 

6. Russian howitzer (Unicorn) has individual fire power parameters, different from howitzers. H&R PDT 

has two types of unicorns used by the Russian army: 20-lb and 10-lb. Unicorn was a unique 

weapon which had no analogy in other armies. They were something between a typical cannon and 

a howitzer and could fire cannonballs, canister and explosive shells (grenades). Unicorn, as 

opposed to howitzers used by other armies, had longer barrel, which gave it the ability to fire both 

direct and indirect. For this reason, in H&R, unicorns fire power curve is similar to cannons, but 

there are a few special features.   

 

Firstly, as opposed to heavy 12-lb guns, 20-lb unicorns have a larger calibre but shorter barrel. 

This means that, as howitzers, unicorns are deadlier than cannons at close ranges, however, at 

cannon longer ranges, unicorns firepower is weaker than of the cannon, due to shorter barrel.  

Unicorns maximum range is also shorter than of a heavy cannons.  

The overall impact of all FP changes is shown below (image 1.11):  
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7.4  H&R artillery batteries are split  into “half-companies” or “divisions”. There is not much change for 

the Russian artillery at Austerlitz, as their batteries are already split into division of 4 guns each. For the 

French/ Austrians the example is:  

 

Original OOB: 
U 8 5 B B 25 2 11/7 Regt Foot 

 

H&R OOB:  
U 4 4 B B 25 2 11a/7 Regt Foot                                                                                        
U 4 4 B B 25 2 11b/7 Regt Foot 

 

In H&R OOB no battery is above 4 guns. The split by “half-company” allows covering more directions with 

a single battery splitting its fire between targets and/or facing different hex directions. Also to allow 

players to detach even smaller sections of two guns, artillery extended line values are set to 4.  

 

Having more batteries works in favour of the probability theory, in terms of normal distribution. Now there 

are fewer chances that artillery will “forget” to fire during the defensive phase as having TWO smaller 

batteries instead of one will increase the chance of firing during the defensive phase. To account for more 

gunfire in H&R battles ammo provisions are doubled where appropriate – the overall ammo ratio of ammo 

per battery however is the same as in the original scenarios.  

 

7.5 Because batteries are smaller, artillery FP is 20% lower and there is a 10% FP penalty for the default 

fatigue, counter-battery fire becomes a problem. For this reason Artillery Fire Parameter Data value is 

reduced from 80 to 45. This value is used to convert the nominal fire result in terms of men into a fire 

result in terms of guns.  For example, given an Artillery Fire value of 45, if the fire result against a battery 

is 5 men, then 9% of the time, this will be converted into a loss of 1 gun and 91% of the time, it will be 

converted into a loss of 0 guns. Previously, fire result of 5 men would give only 6% (5/80) chance of 

hitting the enemy gun. With these parameters, counter-battery fire now becomes a valuable technique 

and with some patience 12-lb and howitzers can force enemy guns to abandon their position.  

 

7.6 The number of guns per hex is set to 

14. The distance between guns varied 

between 10-30 paces (image 1.12), 

depending on the situation.  Rarely, the 

gap between guns could be as low as 6 

paces. For example in massed batteries 

and closed positions, the distance was 

lower. Also smaller guns could have 

smaller gaps. Overall, no more than 14 

guns can be placed into a HPS hex, which gives about 10 paces in between.                       (image 1.12)                    
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Players usually deploy infantry in the same hex with artillery. A typical HPS battery is around 8 guns, 

means about 19 paces in between guns. However, if a grand battery is formed it is usually located at the 

safe distance from the enemy and hence no infantry protection is required. Accordingly,  players will be 

able to deploy upto 14 guns in one hex which would mean smaller gaps. However in practice, it would be 

extremely rarely when such density can be achieved as usually it is hard to find a combination of 14 guns 

at hand.  

 

With the current PDT per hex limitations – each gun “occupies” 64 infantry hex-spaces (900/14). 

Therefore in order to place an infantry battalion in one hex with the most common 8 gun battery – the 

battalion must have no more than 385men.  

 

 
7.7  In H&R each gun is manned by 8 gunners which makes artillery extremely vulnerable in melee, 

unless the battery has some infantry stacked in the same hex.   
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8. Other Optional rules and house rules 
 

 
8.1 Column pass through fire -to be turned OFF. Playtests show that in H&R artillery role has increased 

dramatically due to reduced pace of the battle. In H&R, artillery is one of the primary causes for casualties 

and playtests show that attacks can be broken down purely by artillery fire. HPS engine already gives 

artillery +50% bonus when firing on infantry in columns and playtests revealed that having column pass 

through fire ON is a sure overkill. If turned ON, it is likely that infantry will not be able to attack effectively 

at all. In lines infantry are too slow and prone to disorder while movement in columns would be too costly 

and as columns suffer losses they also become disordered by artillery fire. In such a way, infantry is very 

unlikely to ever make it through the artillery kill zone and to approach for a bayonet assault. Even if they 

do make it, the losses would be too significant for carry out a successful attack.  

 

With column pass through fire off, columns can still attack with bayonets as it was common practice 

during Napoleonic wars, however due to -60% melee modifiers this is already a risky manoeuvre. Overall, 

-60% melee modifier and column pass through fire OFF represents a good balance. 

 
 

8.2  Line movement restriction – ON -The difficulty with advancing lines was their sensitivity to terrain 

and order. The irregularities of the terrain caused the ranks to become ragged, the battalion bowed in the 

middle and sometimes broke completely in half. The long line made the troop more difficult to manoeuvre 

and to turn. For these reasons, commanders used lines only for short distances and over open terrain with 

no serious obstacles.  

 

Having Line movement restriction ON will encourage players to use column for manoeuvre as doing so in 

line becomes risky. Also, to encourage players to use columns for manoeuvre further, line movement in 

PDT is reduced to 2 hexes (from 3).  Having this optional rule ON also underlines the superb training of 

elite units as they hardly or never break their formation when moving in line.  

 

Furthermore this Rule On allows underlining the differences in training across armies and Campaigns.  

Line Disorder values:  

         French    Allied     British  

 1805 -  6%       11%      8%       

 1806 -  6%       11%      8% 

 1807 -  7%       11%      8% 

 1809 -  9%       11%      8% 

 1812 -  9%       11%      8% 

 1813 - 11%      11%      8% 

 1814 - 11%      11%      8% 

 1815 - 11%      11%      8% 
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The probability of disorder is on the increase through the years for the French army as proportion of well 

trained troops was consistently declining.  

 

 
8.3 Multiple Cavalry Melee – OFF -Having this rule on allows players to attack twice with two different 

units. Firstly, the attacker can use a gamey tactics of meleeing with combat worthless units first (like 

pioneers or some 100 survivors with maximum fatigue or staff officers) and then attack again with cavalry 

which doesn’t face defensive fire and faces far less opposition as the enemy is disordered. This contributes 

to Blitzkrieging and unhistorical meleeing.  

 

Secondly, In reality 15 minute and especially  10 minute time slot would not allow this to happen as such 

action would take a lot longer. Napoleonic commanders lacked radios and the flow of information between 

tactical/staff hierarchy took a lot of time. In 10-15 minute time slot HPS battalion /squadron has to 

receive the order from a higher hierarchy. Then the squadron and battalion commanders give order to 

advance, troops start to move with a slow pace to preserve formations, then the infantry formation closes 

up with the enemy, gives volley and then charges. If the attack is successful, the victor pursues the 

vanquished for another 100m. Once its finished, with Multiple Cavalry Melee enabled, a cavalry unit can 

move in and charge already meleed infantry again – all this within 10-15 minutes, which is hardly 

realistic.  

 

Lacking modern communication techniques, such cooperation would require a perfect coordination 

between tactical groups and perfect understanding of situation by all field commanders. Considering the 

limited timing and command and control practices of the era: the infantry order received, infantry order 

given, infantry advance commenced, volley, charge, melee, cavalry order received, cavalry order given,  

cavalry advance commenced, cavalry charge – all these events hardly could have happened within 10 or 

even 15 minutes.  

 

To avoid such game engine misuse this optional rule is to be disabled. Another benefit is that with this 

optional rule off the embedded melee house rule is less needed and in fact considering all other H&R 

changes around melee, embedded melee becomes obsolete. The fewer house rules the better. Finally, 

with *9 charge modifier, cavalry is already a very powerful tool and from balance perspective there is no 

need to make it even stronger.  

 

8.4  House rules - H&R seeks to avoid house rules as they are usually hard to follow and are not fun; 

hence the idea is to keep house rules to minimum. H&R changes, along with multiple cavalry melee OFF, 

make the attack challenging on itself even without Embedded melee and blitzkrieging is not longer an  

issues now. Use of house rules is a matter of personal preferences and players can choose to have their 

own house rules but it is recommended to try the H&R first scenario without any rules. You will be pleased 

to see that there is hardly any need in house rules.  
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9. Full list of changes  

 

9.1 PDT files 

1. Max infantry per hex:  900     

 

2. Max guns per hex:  14     

 

3. Max cavalry per hex:  300    

 

4. Max Counters:  4      

 

5. Max Artillery units per hex:  4    

 

6. Max Cavalry units per hex: 2   

 

7. Skirmisher Fraction:  1/5   

 

8. Squadron Fraction:  1 (cannot be split)    

 

9. Minimal battery to deploy into extended line:  4    

 

10. Regimental leader range: 1   

 

11. Brigade leader range:  3   

 

12. Divisional leader range:  5    

 

13. Corps leader range:  8   

 

14. Army leader range:  12   

 

15. Day Fatigue recovery:  1%   

 

16. Night Fatigue recovery:  30%    

 

17. Infantry line movement on the open (in hexes):  2    

 

18. Cavalry movement: 23 movement points (5 hexes + 3 extra MV) 

 

19. Infantry column  movement in marsh (in hexes): 1   

 

20. Infantry line rear movement costs: 0   
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21. Artillery Firepower values:  20% FP reduction (refer to FP table)    

 

22. Terrain combat modifiers:   

- Forrest  -30 

- Orchard  -10 

- Marsh -5 

- Building -25 

- Chateau -40  

- Village -25 

- Rough -15 

- Stream -10  

- High  -30 

- Gate  -30 

 

23. Elevation combat modifier: -10   

 

24.  Total leader loss probability:  22%    

 

25. Column fire modifier:  1/3    

 

26. Artillery  melee combat value: 8    

 

27. Artillery  fire combat value:  45    

 

28. Attack Modifier (melee modifier):  -60%    

 

29. Cavalry Charge Factor:   *9     

 

30. Disordered unit movement cost modifier:  20/23   

 

31. Ammo depletion probability :  8%  

 

32. Line movement disorder probability: as per page 45.  

 

 

9.2 OOB files 

 

33. Maximum infantry units strengths: 450   

 

34. Infantry unit strengths - army arithmetic mean: 420-430   

 

35. Infantry units size range : 385-450   
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36. Maximum cavalry unit strength: 150   

 

37. Cavalry unit -  army arithmetic mean: 130-140 (depending on scenario- determined by heavy to light to 

Cossacks cavalry ratio)    

 

38. Heavy/Guard cavalry units size range : 140-150   

 

39. Light/Line cavalry units -units size range: 120-138   

 

40. Cossacks - units size range: 60-100  (60 for the Asiatic cavalry, 100 for Guard Cossacks).   

 

41. Maximum number of guns per unit: 4   

 

42. Base Morale values:    

Q-E Untrained irregulars without battle experience irregulars or Cossacks 

Example: Pike-armed Russian militia, Cossacks, some Landwerh units. 

 

Q-D Poorly trained irregulars with little battle experience 

Example: Most of Landwehr units, Yeger Russian militia. 

 

Q-C Poor quality line units: Poorly trained troops without much battle experience or standard trained troops with poor 

motivation 

Example: Napoleon’s Spanish and Portuguese regiments, depots battalions of the Austrian regiments.  

 

Q-B Regular line units: trained and seasoned men- a standard mixture of veterans and recruits. 

Example: line infantry, light infantry, line cavalry. 

 

Q-A Units with high proportion of veterans in the ranks or units made of soldiers selected for their stature, physical power 

or special skill:   

Example: Parts of the Elite Regiments, Grenadiers.             

 

Q-A+ Guard:  

Example: Most of the Guard units 

 

Q-A++ Napoleon’s Old Guard only:  

1er and 2e Régts. of the Grenadiers à Pied and Chasseurs à Pied Chasseurs à Cheval, Grenadiers à Cheval,   Mamelukes. 

 

 

43. Each regiment is evaluated based on past performance and number of veterans in the ranks receiving 

status:     

Elite Regiment  

-33-50% of the units receive morale bonus and/or  

-Regimental colonel gets command rating “D” (reorganization probability is 13% higher than other regiments) and/or 

-Rus/Mil Musket PDT parameter is replaced with Musket.  

 

Good Regiment  

-20-33% of the units receive morale bonus or  

-Regimental colonel gets command rating “D” (reorganization probability is 13% higher than other regiments) or 

-Rus/Mil Musket PDT parameter is replaced with Musket.  
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Standard Regiment  

-No change is made– all units are given the base morale* values. 

 

Poor Regiment  

-Morale is reduced by one (base morale -1) to 33-50% of the regimental strengths.   

 

44. Leaders command  rating is set to: 

 

 

45. Leadership value is set to "F":   

   - for Regimental, Brigade, Divisional and Corps leaders 

Leadership is set to "B"  

 - for CinC (Napoleon, Alexander I, Mack) 

 

46. New regimental leaders are introduced: 

- Brigade leaders are replaced with Regimental leaders 

- Divisional leaders are replaced with Brigade leaders 

- Corps leaders are replaced with Divisional leaders 

- Wing leaders are replaced with Corps leaders 

 

47. Cossacks regimental leaders are given command and leadership “B”  

 

48. Cossack are given “lancers” status (“L” for light cavalry s and “L” for lance in OOB) 

 

49. Staff officers and Escorts are given “cossacks” status (“K” in OOB) 

 

50. French Old Guard are given Br Musket parameter (6 FP at 100m).  

 

51. Russian infantry are given Rus Musket parameter (4 FP at 100m). 

 

 

9.3 Scenario files  

 

52. Infantry default fatigue: 450 

 

53. Cavalry default fatigue:  525 

 

54. Staff officers/escorts fatigue:  525 

 

55. Cavalry victory points (per 25):  6.  
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56. Infantry victory points (per 25): 2 

 

57. Artillery victory points (per cannon):  6.  

 

58. Artillery Ammo ratio is increased so no army will run out of ammunition.  

 

59. All second-in-charge leaders are removed 

 

60. 1805-1812 Allied artillery default fatigue is set to 575.  

 

 

 

9.4 Optional Rules 

 

 
 

9.5  Unit Icons 

Ezjax mods are mostly used in H&R scenarios.  
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